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A. 	S1iPI'ACI 

11w t , sLlmated S I ippage ra I c a t_ the Canada 1 eve 1 inc reas ed I r em 4. 9Z in Jan ua ry 
L 5.17. in February. '['his change was mainly due Lo missed persons withini house-
hnlds as indicated by the decrease in the average size of households (a change of 
- 0.0021). Furthermore, this increase in slippage continues an upward trend which 
has been evident since September 1974. 

1 - By Province: Decreases in the estimated slippage rate were noted in Prince 
Edward Island, Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia. The most notable decrease 
occurred in Prince Edward Island where the estimated slippage rate decreased from 
21.97 in January to 17.5 in February. This decrease resulted from a special 
request to all interviewers in P.E.I. to give special attention to household 
membership to ensure that all persons who should be in the Labour Force Survey are 
indeed represented. The substantial increase in the average household size (+ 0.1253) 
indicates that these interviewers have been picking up missed persons within house-
holds. 

Increases in the estimated slippage rate, however, occurred in Newfoundland (a change 
ni + 1.47), Nova Scotia (+ 0.47), New Brunswick (+ 1.57.), Quebec (-i-  1.3'Z), Ontario 
(4' 0.17.) and ManiLoba (+ 0.97.). In Newfoundland and New Brunswick, missed house-
Inn ids and missed persons within households (as indicated by changes in the es Li - 

mnIed IIUIIII)ur oi heads of households and changes in the average size of households) 
l)ntI1 contributed Lo increases in slippage. The changes in the average size of 
hou ,wh(dds and est: imnated number of heads of households for these two provinces are 

V 	n' I 

	

Change in 	 Percentage Change 
Crovince 	 Average Size 	 in Estimated Number 

	

of Hhlds 	 of Heads of Hhlds 

Newfoundland 	 - 0.0141 	 - 0.87, 

New Brunswick 	 - 0.0100 	 - 1.07, 

In Quebec, the increase in the estimated slippage rate was mainly due to missed 
households as indicated by the 1.27, decrease in the estimated number of heads of 
households. 

2 - By Age Group at the Canada Level: Marginal changes (0.57, or less) in the 
estimated slippage rate were noted for the 25-44, 45-64 and 65 and over age gruups 
while all increase of 0.97, and a decrease of 0.6Z were observed in the 14-19 and 
20-24 age groups respectively. 

B. NON-RESPONSE 

The overa1l non-response rate for the Canada level increased from 4.37, in January 
to 4.7Z in February. The month to month increases in the T.A. and ttother" com-
ponents were mainly responsible for this month's higher overall rate. The decrease 
in the Nl rate, however, continued the downward trend which has been evident in 
L he N i 	u:T,o!1em1 L since ')c t ober 197 
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The overlap non-response rate increased from 0.2 in January to 0.37 in February 
and the adjusted overall non-response rate for February was calculated to be 4.4%. 

(.umparcd w i Ui last year' s February overall non- response rate (6.0/.), Lii is year' s 

	

raLc was I OWe r 	• 	I ii Lhe year Lu year changes al t. he cumponen L [eve I , dec reases 
were rioted in the I'.A. , NI and N2 rates. 

C. VARIANCE 

At the Canada level the coefficient of variation of Employed decreased slightly 
from 0.387 for the January survey to 0.37 for the February survey. For the 
estimate of Unemployed the coefficient of variation of Unemployed decreased to 
2.01 from the value of 2.14 for the January survey. The coefficient of variation 
of in Labour Force remained unchanged from the previous survey with a value of 0.32. 

At the provincial levels the coefficients of variation of Employed remained relatively 
unchanged from the corresponding coefficients for the January survey. For the esti-
mates of Unemployed only the province of British Columbia exhibited an increase in 
the coefficient of variation of the Unemployed estimate. 

For the estimates of Employed, Unemployed and In Labour Force at the Canada and 
province levels the published symbols which indicate the reliability of the esti-
mates agreed with the corresponding symbols calculated on the basis of the February 
data for all but 5 of the estimates. For Lbe estimates of Employed in Nfld. and 
R.C. the published symbol was lower than the calculated symbol while opposite 
r tat ioiish ip held for the estimates of binployed in Al ta. and Unemployed in P. E. 1. 
•h N.B. For irhl 5 CF155 the calculated coefficients of variation had values 

I 	H H 	 ..'i I h determine the alphabetic symbol. 

h ddI.I- 	;lH - Lal contributions to the provincial variance estimate 
wils carried out br th€ characteristics Unemployed in Nfld., Man, and B.C. and 
inployed in Saskatchewan. From this analysis 6 pairs of PSUs were identified for 

which the actual percentage contribution significantly exceeded the desired per-
centage contribution to the provincial variance estimate. 

D. REJECTED DOCUMENTS 

Since August 1974, when we changed from a 1232 document to the present 1288 O.C.R. 
document, information on rejected documents has not been available. Commencing 
with January of this year the analysis of rejected documents became available 
again and it is interesting to note that the total number of rejected documents 
at the Canada level decreased from 7.47w in January to 6.9Z in February with the 
number of careless errors at 57.9 being the highest contributor to the total 
number of rejected documents. When we compare February 1975 to June 1974 which 
was the last month when this information was available, note a considerable 
improvement in the rate of rejected documents which decreased from 10.27 to 6.9. 

E. ENUMERATION COST 

The February enumeration costs for the Labour Force Survey at the Canada level 
was calculated at $ 2.88 per sample household, an increase of 11 cents from the 
January rate of $ 2.77, 
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'In increase resulted from a 25 cent increase in the hourly rates paid to 
iitterviewcrs, effective in all regions except Ottawa where it will be imple-
iiientcd for the March survey. The full effect of the increase was tempered 
somewhat by a multi-paged questionnaire on Retirement conducted as a supple-
mentary to the Labour Force Survey wich resulted in some cost sharing benefits 
Lu the Labour Force Survey. 

At Regional levels, 7 areas registered increases, Edmonton showed a 2 cent 
incrcasc' over the January rate, Toronto had a 9 cent increase, Montreal and 
Vancouver had 1.2 cents, St. John's had 13 cents and Winnipeg and Halifax re-
gistered increase of 18 and 23 cents respectively. 

The Ottawa region enumeration costs were calculated at $ 2.65 for February, 
a decrease of 13 cents from the $ 2.78 rate for January and reflects the cost 
sharing benefit of the retirement survey. 
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- response Rates. He eeted Document Rates and Enumeration Cost per Household by Regional Office 

915 	 1976 1974 	 1973 
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11e.-. Nov. 	
( 

k- Sopt. Feb. Ian. 	f Dec. Nov. 	1 Oct. Sept. 

-S 	 Nt,ri 	XC Sl;onC 

Cane1,i 	............................7. 
St. 	I,lin'' 	......................7. 
HalIfax 	... ...................... 	7. 

Pk't,lt,-aI 	........................ 	7. 

ottawa 	..........................7. 
Tor,,nt,, 	......................... 7. 

WfiniI1irg 	........................ 7. 
F.dna,rito, 	........................ 7. 
Van.-.tivrr 	.......................7. 

6.7 	6.1 	6.6 	4.3 	5.5 	5.6 

3.8 	1.6 	4.0 	3. 1. 	4.7 	4.4 

4.M 	5.0 	5.7 	6.0 	6.7 	6.2 

3.4 	3.2 	3.0 	3.6 	3.8 	5.2 
3.9 	5.1 	5.10 	6.2 	5,3) 	4.2 

6.5 	4.6 	5.6 	5.0 	6.1 	5.7 

3.', 	3.0 	7.5 	1.7 	1.3 	4.3 

1.5 	3.8 	2.6 	2.6 	4.6 	'..6 

1,. I 	6,4 	7 .0 	6.2 	8.3 	44.0 

	

6.0 	6.0 	6.6 	5.2 	5.7 	6.5 

	

2.0 	2.6 	4.1 	2.7 	3.3 	2.4 

	

5.9 	7.2 	7.6 	5-5 	5.5 	6.1 

	

1.7 	6.4 	1.6 	6.3 	6.4 	6.6 

	

6.7 	6.3 	8.7 	5.8 	6.2 	6.6 

	

6.0 	5.6 	6.4 	4.5 	4.9 	6.7 

	

3.0 	2.6 	2.1 	1.8 	1.6 	2.2 

	

5.0 	5.7 	5,3 	5.4 	6.1 	6.3 

	

8.4 	8.6 	9.0 	7.9 	10.2 	11.7 

R 	lect , d Documents 
(Regular labour Force [tens) 

Canada 	............................7 
St. 	-fohns 	......................7. 
Ifaltiax 	.........................7. 
Plontr.sl 	........................ 7,  
Ottawa 	..........................7. 
Toronto 	.........................7. 
WInnIpeg 	........................7. 
Edmonton 	........................ 7. 

	

6.9 	7.4 

	

3.4 	4.2 

	

7.0 	8.3 

	

5.8 	6.8 	 DATA 

	

5.3 	4.7 	 801 

	

8.6 	9.5 	 I 	AVAII.AItI.F. 

	

4.8 	4.2 	 . 

	

10.0 	9.8 

	

6.4 	7.1 	8.2 	7.1 	7.8 	8.5 

	

2.5 	5.2 	6.4 	6.0 	7.3 	6.2 

	

6.6 	8.5 	8.1 	7.4 	7.! 	7.9 

	

5.8 	6.1 	7.1 	5.7 	6.4 	7.2 

	

4.4 	5.5 	6.1 	6.1 	8.0 	9.2 

	

8.5 	8.0 	9.4 	7.4 	8.8 	9.9 

	

4.6 	6.1 	6.9 	6.2 	6.9 	7.0 

	

7.4 	7.0 	8.7 	7.7 	8.3 	9.1 

Vancouver 	....................... 7. 7.6 	6.8 7.2 	8.0 	10.7 	9.9 	10.0 	11.0 

Enumeration Cost per Household 

2. 88 	2.77 	2.64 	2.69 	2.35 	2.72 2.38 	2.40 	2.32 	2.41 	2.52 	2.46 

	

3,54 	3.61 	3.30 	1.31 	2.93 	3.33 

	

3.09 	2.86 	2.67 	.4.69 	2.31 	2.64 

	

2.75 	2.78 	2.70 	2.75 	2.89 	2.71 

	

2.24 	2.31 	2.18 	2.29 	2.29 	2.29 

$ 3,0(3 	2.88 	2.73 	2.76 	2.33 	2.81 2.53 	2.52 	2.37 	2.58 	2.70 	2.66 

.................................. 5 2.65 	2.18 	2.76 	2.83 	2.56 	2.71 2.57 	2.66 	2.44 	2.53 	2.66 	2.68 

,ontu 	......................... $ 2.85 	2.76 	2.63 	2.65 	2.36 	2.80 2.39 	2.42 	2.43 	2.47 	2.67 	2.60 

Canada 	.............................. 
St. 	.Iolina 	...................... 	.. 
Ilaijias 	........................... 

S
i 

........................$ 
5 

2.80 	2.62 	2.53 	2.74 	2.21 	2.59 
2.3,8 	2.66 	2.4,) 	2.56 	2.11 	2.60 
2.59 	2.61 	2.26 	2.4', 	2.24 	2.54 

	

2.43 	2.42 	2.40 	2.39 	2.48 	2.40 

	

2.21 	2.24 	2.11 	2.22 	2.29 	2.24 

	

2.19 	2.19 	2.16 	2.19 	2.37 	2.20 

Mor.th-to-Plouith Change Year-to-Year Change 

1'))', n, , - 1q76 1976 Dec. 1973 Feb. Jan. Dec. Nov. 

1974 1973 1974 1974 1973 1973 
Nov. i)et. Ian, to Nov. Oct. to to to to 

to so. II to Jan. to to Feb. Jan. Dec. Nov. 

teli. 
1375 IIc. Nov. FC h. 1974 Dec. Nov. 1975 1975 974 (974 

Non-resnonse 

Canada 	............................ 7. 
St. 	John 4 s 	...................... 7. 
HatlEss 	......................... 7. 
Plontr,iI 	........................ 7. 
Ottw 	.......................... 7. 
Toronto 	......................... 7. 
Winnipeg 	........................ 7. 
Edmonton 	........................ 7. 
Vancouver 	...... . ................ 7. 

Re lected Documents 
(Regular Labour Force items) 

- Canada 	............................ 7. 
St. 	Johns 	...................... 7. 
Halifax 	......................... 7. 
104fl5tr, SI 	........................ 7. 
Ottawa 	.......................... 7. 
Toronto 	......................... 7. 
Winnipeg 	........................ 7. 
Edmonton 	........................ 7. 
Vancouver 	....................... 7. 

Enumeration Cost per Household 

Canada 	............................ $ 
St. 	John's 	...................... $ 
Ilaitfas 	......................... $ 
4ntréal 	........................ $ 
Ottáw 	.......................... $ 
Toronto 	......................... 
Winnipeg 	........................ $ 
Edmonton 	........................ S 
Vancouver 	....................... $ 
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Slippage Rates( 1 ), Canada by Age and Provincial Totals 

1975 V)7   
jan. 

 1975 
to 

b. 
1974 
to 

Feb. Feb. 
Feb. Jin. Dec. Nov. Oct. Sept. Feb. 1975 

5.1 .9 4.6 '+.6 4.4 4.4 5.0 + 0.2 + 0.1 T(YrAL 	............. 

14 	- 	19 years 3.0 2.1 2.0 1.8 . 	13 2.6 4.8 + 0.9 - 	1.8 

20 - 24 years 9.9 10.5 9.3 10.1 10.5 10.1 7.2 - 	0.6 + 2.7 

25 - 44 years 5.4 4.9 4.5 4.6 4.2 3.9 4.7 + 0.5 + 0,.7 

45 - 64 years 2.2 2.4 3.0 2.8 2.9 3.1 4.4 - 0.2 - 	2.2 

65 and over 8.5 8.4 7.4 6.6 6.0 5.7 5.0 + 0.1 + 3.5 

NEId. 	............ 11.8 10.4 10.7 11.1 10.3 11.1 9.8 + 1.4 + 2.0 
17.5 21.9 20.4 18.7 17.8 17.5 9.2 - 4.4 + 8.3 

N.S. 	............. 9.0 8.6 8.4 8.7 8.1 8.7 10.3 + 0.4 - 	1.3 
N.B. 	............. 7.3 5.8 6.9 7.1 7.7 7.2 6.8 + 1.5 + 0.5 
Qu 	.............. 3.2 1.9 1.7 1.7 1.4 1.3 2.6 + 1.3 + 0.6 
Ont ..............4.2 

. 

4.1 3.7 3.7 3.2 3.7 5.1 + 0.1 - 0.9 
0.0 

. 

9.1 9.4 11.1 10.7 8.6 3.1 + 0.9 + 6.9 

P.E.L ............. 

Sisk. 	............ 1.6 

. 

2.6 1.5 0.5 1.2 0.7 0.9 - 	1.0 + 0.7 
Mn ............... 

6.4 7.0 7.2 6.8 8.5 8.0 7.2 - 0.6 - 0.8 ALt 	.............. 
B.0 	.............. 7.9 

. 

9.4 8.8 8.4 7.8 8.0 7.9 - 	1.5 

Slippage Rates by Age Groups at Canada Level 
% 
18 

16 

14 

2 

10 

8 

6 

4 

2 

0 	 --j 	Ln.;...-j 	 I 	 I 

14-19 	20-24 	25-44 	45-64 	65+ 	 Nfld. 	N.S. 	Que. 	Man. 	Alta. 
P.E.I. 	N.B. 	Ont. 	Sask. 	B.C. 

(I) The Above Rates are Calculated on Population Projections Based on 1971 Census. 
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Non-response Rates Enumeration Cost and Rejected Documents by Regional Office 
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Non-response Rates, by Component 

February 1975 
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P.E.I. 	N.B. 	Ont. 	Sask. 	B.C. 

NfId. 	N.S. 	Quo. 	Man. I 	Alto. 
I 	 I 

P.E.I. 	N.B. 	Ont. 	Sask, 	B.C. 
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Binomial Factors for the Labour Force s  Employed and Unemployed 

Canada and the Provinces 

February 1975 	 January 1975 
Labour Force 

4.00 

3.50 

3.00 

2.50 

2.00 

1.50 

1.00 

0.50 

0.00 
Ntld. 	N.S. 	Quo. 	Man. 	Alto. 

I 	 I 	 I 
P.E.I. 	N.B. 	Ont. 	Sask. 	B.C. 

I IU. 	III.a. 	.AUU. 	IVidil. 	iMild. 
I 	 I 	 I 

P.E.I. 	N.B. 	Ont. 	Sask. 	B.C. 

Employed 

4.00 

3.50 

3.00 

2.50 

2.00 

1.50 

1.00 

0.50 

0.00 
iUU. 	I'd.... 	IJU, 	Wd!I. 	Mild. 

I 	 I 	 I 	 I 
P.E.I. 	N.B. 	Ont. 	Sask. 	B.C. 

Unemployed 

NfId. 	N.S. 	Que. 	Man. 	Alta. 
I 	 I 	 I 	 I 

P.E.I. 	N.B. 	Ont. 	Sask. 	B.C. 

4.00 

3.50 

3.00 

2.50 

2.00 

1.50 

1.00 

0.50 

0.00 

. 

4.00 

3.50 

3.00 

2.50 

2.00 

1.50 

00 

0.50 

0.00 



. 

0 
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Slippage by Age Group at the Canada Level 

	

All ages 	 14-19 years 

:' 	 - - 

2____  

0 

- 	
Iii 1111111 LI 1111111 LI (I 	________ 	Li IHHHH iL 111111111 I 

1969 I 71 	73 	74 	J 	1974 	
' 	

1975 	 969 71 73 	74 	 1974 	 1975 

	

72 74_, 	 70 72 74 

Averaqs 	 Averages 

16 	 (4) 
- 	 20-24 years 	 - 	- 	 25-44 years 	 - Ii 

IS— 	 - - 	 —10 

14— 	 - - 	 —9 

—B 

12— 	 - - 	 7 

O I V  

V I ' riH H 
6— 	i  

I 	. L1•iI•I 	1111111] 111111111 I HI HI 	Iii 111111111 	1111111111 	0 

	

1969 '7173''74 	" 	
1975 	

D 	
1974 	 1975 

Averac;i's 	 Averages 

45-64 years 	 65 and over 	 - 
- 	(6) 

I- 

8—  

* 	 7— 	 - - 
	 In 	—7 

/ 

2- 121  

)iAO 	 I 	
- _iH1 

___ 	IIIIIIIIIIJIIJIIIJHIIJ 	 liii 	HIJIIILLIIIJIJIJII 
1969171 173 	74 	" 	 1969 I  71 '73 	174 	 0 

' I 	I 	 1974 	 1975 	 I 	I 	 1974 	 1975 
70 72 74, 	 '70 72 74 

Averages 	 Averages 

Slippage rates were calculated on population projections based on 1961 census 
Slippage rates were calculated on preliminary population projections based on 1971 census 





(2) 	 Prince Edward Island 

Il,, 	 IP) 

70 72 74 	-, 

Averages 

0I 
F0 

-- 24 
2$ 

18 
5 

2 

9 

6 

3 

0 
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Slippage by Province• 

E 

Is— 3 	
NovaScotia 	 - 

12— 	 - 

: 	

-- 
' 

F'1 	- 
o 	iIi:: 	1 	I 111tH liii 	I 1111111111 

	

1974 	1975 
iLJi 

Averages 

9 

	

Cuebec 	 - 
(51 

I
70 72 

I 	74 	1974 	1975 

Averages 

Manitoba 

llj 
70 72 74 

Averages 

- (4) 	
New Brunswick 	 - 15 

- 	i1 	I 11111111 iiiliittitttit 1 	o 
71: 	 74 	1974 	1975 , 

70 72 74 

Averages 

	

Ontario 	 - 9 

.rF 7.. 
- (6) 

iIIiliiiiThlHIIIIll o  
969 7' 	 1974 	$975 

70 12 '74 

Averages 

Saskatchewan 	
- 12 (8) 

__ 	

1ITliiIII IlllIlll 
1969 	3 	 1974 	975 

70 72 '74 

Averages 

12 - 
9 
6 
3 
+ 
0 
3 

	

Alberta 	 British Columbia 
$2— 	 - 	( I0) 	 - 12 

	

.3 

- flf17i1j 	111111111 I 11111111111 I I I 	- 	 111111111 I HI 	111tH liii 	o 

	

1974 	975 	 1969 71 	N 	1974 	1975 

	

70 72 '74 	, 	 '70 72 74 
Averages 	 Averages 

Slippage rates were calculated on population projections based on 1961 census 
Slippage rates were calculated on preliminary population projections based on 1971 census 
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St. John's Regional Office 

Per cent of rejected documents 
% 	Total non-response 	

eguiar labour force items) 
20 	 - 	20 -- 

	

18— 	 - 	18- 

	

16-- 	 - 	16- 

14 	 -- 	14- 

Canada 

	

12-- 	 - 	12— 

nada g 
kcatO 	:Iada 	 - 	

0 - 

8 77r A 	 - 	8— / 

	

I 	jtJohii.s 	 4

din:___ 

0_:IiHj1llHHJi!IiIlHHlIi 	0 	IHiHI!HIIHHHHt 
969 Ii 	 974 	 1975 	 1974 	 1975 

70 	72 	74, 

.11 

Enumeration cost per household 

450 -. Enumeration cost per household(8) 	 - 	4.50 - by type of area(a) 

(3) 	 (4) 

	

4.00 - 	 - 	4.00 - 

	

N.S.R.U. 	/ 

	

3.50 - 	 - 	3-50—  

St. iohns  

	

3.00 - 	F. 	11V 	 - 	300 — i 

nada 

	

2.50— 	Ca r 	''ada \/ 	
- 	2.50 

Can 

	

200— 	 - 	200- 

	

ISO— 	 - 	150— 

.00— H. 	 - 	1.00- 

X. 

	

50— 	 I 	 - 	50- 

::: 	
lilt 	ti 	lilt 	liii 	0 	liii 	1111111111111 	[I 	liii 

19, 9691 71 I  73 I 	J 	 J 	 D 	 1 1 	 D 
'70 72 •74 	 1974 	 1975 	 1974 	 1975 

(a) Include supplementary questions appearing on the LFS regular schedule. 
Averages 	 0 The variation in the enumeration cost is due to a major supplementary survey 

beinq conducted in conjunction with the regular Labour Force Survey. 
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Halifax Regional Oftice 

Per cent of rejected documents 

20 - (
Regular labour force items) 

(2) 

18—

(6—

(4 - 

(2- 
1'1 

10- 
Canada 

8— Ji 
Halifax 

6- 

4— 	I 

available 

2- 

_________ IIIII1IIIIILIJI!1I1t1 

	

D 	 J 	 J 	 D 

7 	72 7 	
974 	 1975 	 974 	 1975 

0  

Averaqes 
Enumeration cost per household 

450 - Enumeration cost per household (a) 	
- 	4.50 - by type of area(a) 

(3) 	 (4) 

4.00 - 	 - 	4.00 - 

3.50 - 	 - 	3.50 - 

A 
3.00 - 	 - 	3.00 - 	N.S.R.U.j 

Cganada!,/" 

::::4 Halifax  
SRU 	* 

1.50 - 	::: 	: 	 - 	1.50 - 

1:01 	 I  

X. 

- 	 I lilt 1 	LLI 	I I 	11111 	I 	I 	I 	I 	1 	0 	111(1111111 I 	I 	iiiiiiii 

	

196971 731 	' 	
974 	 1975 	 1974 	

J 	
1975 	

D 
70 	72 	

(a) Include supplementary questions appearing on the LFS regular schedule. 
Averages 	 0 The variation in the enumeration cost is due to a major supplementary survey 

being conducted in conjunction with the regular Labour Force Survey. 
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Montreal Regional Office 

Per cent of rejected documents 
0/a 	

Total non response 	
(Regular labour force items) 

20 
-- (fl 	 (2) 

18-- 	 - 	18- 

16-- 	 - 	16- 

14— 	 - 	14- 

Canada 
Montreal 

Canada 

1H' ,,j\ 	
I 

Canada 	- 	 Montreal I 
not 

: 	•. 	 1 	
*ava d able *i 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 	 0 	IIIIjIIIIILIIIIIIIIIIL 
0— .• 	

H 	
D 	 J 	 J 	 D 

i ii I 	 1974 	 1975 	 1974 	 975 
7Q 	72 	7 4 . 

Enumeration cost per household 

450 - Enumeration cost P  househoId 	 - 	4.50 - by 
type of area(a) 

(4) 

400 - 	 - 	4.00 - 	N.S FL U. 

/ \ 
3.50 	 - 	3.50 - 	

\ 
•1'  

"I-' 	 - 	300— 	 b J.UV - 	 Montreal 

2.50 
- 	Canada 	

- 	2.50 

 Canada 

200— 	 - 	200— 	V '! 
150— 	 - 	150- 

- 	100- 

50 	 - 	50- 

0 	itlir Ihhh hhhIH 	 0 	hIlllIIIlIlIllIlllItIlI 

	

1969'71'73 	J 	1974 	 1975 	
D 	 D 

_ 	 1974 	 1975 7072 	
(a) Include supplementary questions appearing on the LFS regular schedule. 

Averages 	 * The variat,on in the enumeration cost is due to a major supplementary survey 
being conducted in conjunction with the regular Labour Force Survey. 
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. 
	

Ottawa Regional Office 

% Total non .respOflse 

20 
(Ii 

(8 

16 -- 

14 - 

Canada 
12 — 

to - : 
Canada  

4 Ottawa 

2 

0 - ,Lr . ? .L..LL 11111 	I 	111111 
I%9 	il 	I 

70 	72 	74, 	
1974 

-- 
Averages 

4.50 - 	Enumeration cost per househod 

(3) 

4.00 - 

3.50 - 

3.00 - 

2.50 - 

2,00-

1.50—

I 00 - 

. 	50- 

% 	Per cent of rejected documents 

- 	20 	
(Regular labour force items) 

(2) 

— 	18- 

- 	(6- 

- 	(4- 

Canada 

- 	(2- 

': 	 , 

not 
6 - 

	

aviei) 

4 - Ottawa 

2- 

0 	t UI 11111 	11111111 

(974 	 1975
D  

Enumeration cost per household 

- 	4.50 - by type of area(a) 

(4) 

- 	4.00 - 

- 	.50 

. 

0 
I969'7$ 	'73 	J 

72 '74J  

Averages  

I 	I 	I 	i 	II 	I 	1111111 	I 	11111 	 0 
1974 	

J 	
1975 	

D 	 J 	
1974 

(a) Include supplementary questions appearing on the LFS regular schedule. 
0 The variation in the enumeration cost is due to a major supplementary survey 

J 
'975 



. 
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Toronto Regional Office 

Total non-response Per cent of rejected documents 
0/ (Regular labour force Iteme) 
20 

Cl) 

- - 	(2) 

18-- - 	18- 

16— - 	16- 

= 
Canada Toronto 

o n t loll\ Toronto 

6 - - - 	6 - Canada 	 i 
4 - Canada 	' - 	4 - 	available 

0 _jJ....;ItHI1!l1iI!liItIiIlIL 
1969; 	71 • 1974 	 1975 	 1974 	 1975 

Averaqes 
Enumeration cost per household 

4 50 - Enumeration cost per household 	 - 	4.50 - 	by type of area (a) - (3) (4) 

4.00 - - 	4.00 - 

3.50 - - 	3.50 - 
N.S.R.U. , 	f 

3.00 - - 	3.00 - 
2.50 	

Canacia 

Canad afle'./ - 	2.50 - 	200- 

ISO— I - 	150- 

100- 
- 	100— 

50— - 	50- 

0— H LI 	11)11111 	I 111111111 	L 	0 	(lilt 	till 1(1 	(III 
l9'7I73 	' 96 

70 	72 	74 
D 

1974 	 1975 	 1974 	 1975 
(a) Include supplementary questions appearing on the LFS regular schedule. 

Averages * The variation in the enumeration cost is due to a major supplementary survey 
being conducted in conjunction with the regular Labour Force Survey. 
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Winnipeg Regional Office 

Per cent of rejected documents % 
20— 

(Regular labour force items) - 
(2) 

- 	18- 

- 	16- 

- 	'4- 

- 	(2- 

- 	(0— 

nada/1 
- 	8 	/ 

I 	not 
available - 	6 

I 
(Liii IL Ii 	 111111111111 	111(111 0 

D 	 J 	 J 
1975 	 1974 	1975 

Enumeration cost per household 

4,50 	by type of area(a) - 	— 
(4) 

- 	4.00- 

KI 

. 
D 

3.50 

3.00 - 

3.50 
N.S.A.U. 

r - 	300— 	
... 	t' 

Canada 	4 	 sf 1 
k/ 	 250- 

2.00 - 

(.50 - 

(.00 - 

.50— 

J 	 D 

 

0 111 t 1 I 1111 IlI 11111 I 11  

1974 	 1975 	 1974 	 1975 
(a) Include supplementary questions appearing on the LFS regular schedule. 
0 The variation in the enumeration cost is due to a major supplementary survey 

being conducted in conjunction with the regular Labour Force Survey. 
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Edmonton Regionat Office 

Per cent of rejected documents 

	

% 	Total non response 	
- (Regular labour force items) 

	

20 	 - 	20 
(2) 

	

18— 	 - 	18- 

	

16— 	 - 	 ( 6- 

	

14— 	 - 	14- 

	

12-- 	Canida 	 - 	12— 	A 
:p 

	

10 	 Canada 	
- 	 ( 0 	Ii 

	

i \ 	 Edmontonh/ 

	

B 	
ji 

	

6 	
- 	

I 	 - 	6—Canada 

not 

Edmon\ 	 'avaabIe 

	

I 	it 	II 	(H 
199 il

72  

; 	
7, 

73 	J 	
1974 	 (975 	

0 	
1974 	 (975 

70 	 4 

Avcriqes 
Enumeration cost per household 

	

450 	Enumeration cost per househoId 	 - 	4.50 - by type of arealal 

3l 	 (4) 

	

4.00 - 	 - 	4.00 - 

	

350— 	 - 	3.50- 
N.S.R.UI\ 

— 	t' 

	

3.00 - 	 - 	3.00 	 '1 
Cdndda 

	

2 50 - 
	/ 	

- 	2.50 - 

	

:: 	 --H 	 I  

- 	1.00- 

	

, 	 . 	

. 

- 	.50- 

Li X.. lit 	I 	11111 	I'II 	I 	III 	III 	0 	Iii 	1(1111 	I 	(1111(1(1! 

	

I96?7l7 	' 	
1974 	

0 	
(974 	 1975 	

0 

(a) Include supplementary questions appearing on the LFS regular schedule. 

	

Averages 	 * The variation in the enumeration cost is due to a maior  supplementary survey 
being conducted in conjunction with the regular Labour Force Survey. 
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Vancouver Regional Office 

o 	Per cent of rejected documents 
Total non-response 	

(Regular labour force i1em) 

	

20 - 
	

- 	2 	
(2) 

	

18— 	 - 	18- 

	

16-- 	 - 	16- 

	

14 	 - 	14- 
Vancouver 	 Canada 

Canada 

	

10 	 f. V 	10 
vancoyJ 

6 Canada... 

not 

	

4 	 1 	 - 	4 - 	 avaiIabIe1 

- 	2- 

0 

	

i',: n; 	1974 	 1975 	 1974 	 1975 
70 	72 	74, 

Avviaqvs 
Enumeration cost per household 

450 - Enumeration cost per househoId 	 - 	40 - by type of area(a} 

(3) 	 (4 

	

4.00 - 	 - 	4.00 - 

	

3.50 - 	 - 	3.50 - 

N.S.R.U. 

	

3.00 - 	 - 	3.00 -  

	

Canada 	 ' 

- 	250—" '  

	

2 50 	

Can,i1.a/( 	Vancouver 

	

2.00 - 	 - 	2.00 - 	S.R.U. * 

: 

	

1.50- 	 - 	 - 	1.50- 

	

00-- 	 - 	1.00- 

- 	 - 	.50- 

- ______: iii; 	111111111111111111 	 0 	ii 11111111 Ii 	11111111! 

	

70 72 •74 	 1974 	 1975 	
D 	

1974 	 1975 	
D 

(a) Include supplementary questions appearing on the LFS regular schedule. 
Averages 	 * The vanatlon in the enumeration cost is due to a major supplementary survey 

beina conducted in coniurtction with the reaular Labour Force Survev 
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. HE NUN-RESPONSE 
L\BOUR 

R\TES AT 
FORCE SURVEY 
HE NArIONAL L'EL JANUArY 	66 TO DATE 

1UNTH 1366 1967 1968 [969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 

iAN. 13.5 10.0 10.0 13.7 11.3 8.9 7.8 7.3 6.0 4.3 

FEB. 11.1 11.1 9.7 9.9 10.8 8.9 9.2 7.2 6.0 47 

Wu(Q1 12.3 11.3 8.6 11.8 11.2 9.5 9.8 6.8 6.4 

AP1L 10.8 9.6 10.8 8.8 9.3 7.9 9.4 7.9 8.3 

WY 11.8 11.0 10.8 10.7 [[.0 8.5 10.5 7.0 7.0 

JUNE 10.5 [0.7 10.1 12.3 10.6 7.7 9.4 8.4 6.8 

JULY 16.6 16.3 17.5 17.0 16.3 13.9 12.4 15.1 10.4 

AUGUST 13.6 14.3 12.5 14.0 12.9 10.7 10.1 10.9 8.8 

SEPT. 10.8 10.9 8.8 9.9 8.9 7.0 6.1 6.5 5.6 

OCT. 10.6 10.5 8.5 8.9 9.0 7.1 5.1 5.7 5.5 

NOV. 11.9 8.2 9.6 9.0 8.3 6.1 5.2 5.2 4.3 

DEC. 10.7 8.2 10.1 9.7 9.6 6.3 6.3 6.6 4.6 

AVEAAGE 12.0 11.0 10.6 11.3 10.8 8.5 8.4 7.9 6.6 
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Non-response Rates 2  Canada and Regional Offices 

975 1974 
Floii th - to - Mon th 

Change 

Yen r - to- 

Year 

Change 

Jan. to Jan. to Feb.1974 
Feb. Jan. Feb. Jan. Feb. Feb. to 

1975 1q74 r.h1975 

Total 

4.7 4 • 3 6.0 6.0 + 0.4 --- - 	1.3 
3.8 3.6 2.0 2.6 + 0.2 - 0.6 + 1.8 
4.8 5.0 5.9 7.2 - 0.2 - 	1.3 - 	1.1 
3.4 3.2 7.7 6.4 + 0.2 + 1.3 - 4.3 
3.9 5.1 6.7 6.3 - 	1.2 + 0.4 - 	2.8 
6.5 4.6 6.0 5.6 + 1.9 + 0.4 + 0.5 
3.5 3.0 3.0 2.6 + 0.5 + 0.4 + 0.5 Winnipeg 	................ 

Edmonton 	................ 3.5 3.8 5.0 5.7 - 0.3 - 0.7 - 	1.5 

Canada 	.................... 

Ottawa 	.................. 

Toronto 	................. 

6.1 6.4 8.4 8.6 - 0.3 - 0.2 - 	2.3 

St. 	John'a 	.............. 

Halilax 	................. 

Nontrial 	................ 

Teriporarily Absent 

Canada 	.................... 1.6 1.4 1.8 1.7 + 0.2 + 0.1 - 0.2 

Vancouver 	............... 

0.8 0.8 0.6 0.9 --- - 0.3 + 0.2 
1.3 1.1 1.3 1.2 + 0.2 + 0.1 
1.0 0.7 1.6 1.3 + 0.3 + 0.3 - 0.6 
1.7 1.5 1.4 1.6 + 0.2 - 0.2 + 0.3 
2.5 2.0 2.5 2.1 + 0.5 + 0.4 

St. 	John's 	.............. 

1.9 1.5 1.5 1.5 + 0.4 --- + 0.4 

flalilax 	................. 

Montreal 	................ 

1.3 1.5 1.9 1.7 - 0.2 + 0.2 - 0.6 

Ottawa 	.................. 

1.7 1.7 2.4 2.4 --- --- - 0.7 

Winnipeg 	................ 

1(lIIIoIilofl 	................ 

Vai,eouvcr 	............... 

No one home 

Toronto 	................. 

0.9 1.0 I.] 1.5 - 	0.1 + 0.2 - 0.8 
0.7 1.2 0.6 0.6 - 0.5 --_ + 0.1 

................

Ilalilo-. 	............... 0.7 0.8 1.9 1.3 - 	0.1 + 0.6 - 	1.2 
0.7 0.8 2.0 2.5 - 	0.1 - 0.5 - 	1.3 
0.8 1.7 3.2 2.1 - 0.9 + 1.1 - 	2.4 

Toronto 	................. 0.9 0.9 1.3 1.4 --- - 	0.1 - 0.4 
05 0.5 0.7 0.4 + 0.3 - 0.2 

N4)IIt real 	................ 

0.7 

. 

0.7 1.2 1.2 - -. - - - - 0.5 
1.8 2.0 2.4 19 - 0.2 + 0.5 - 0.6 Vancouver 	............... 

Rd uj Is 

Winnipeg 	................ 

Edmonton 	................ 

1.2 1.2 1.6 1.6 --- --- - 04 Canada 	.................... 

1.1 0.8 0.6 0.4 + 0.3 + 0.2 + 0.5 
St. 	John's 	............... 
Halifax 	............... 1.6 1.8 1.6 1.8 - 0.2 - 0.2 

1.0 1.1 2.1 2.0 - 	0.1 + 0.1 - 	1.1 
Ottawa 	.................. 1.2 1.1 1.3 1.2 + 0.1 + 0.1 . 	0.1 
Torotn 	o 	................. 1.3 1.2 1.5 1.3 + 0.1 + 0.2 - 0.2 
Wuinipeg 	.............. 0 .7 0.6 0.6 0.6 + 0.1 --- + 0.1 

MontrtaL 	................ 

.. 

0.7 07 1.4 1.5 --- - 0.1 - 0.7 
2.0 19 2.8 2.7 + 0.1 + 0.1 - 0.8 

Other 

Edmonton 	................ 

Vancouver 	............... 

.. 

1.0 0.7 0.9 1.2 + 0.3 - 0.3 + 0.1 
1.2 0.8 0.2 0.7 + 0.4 - 0.5 + 1.0 
1.2 1.3 1.1 2.9 - 0.1 - 	1.8 + 0.1 

St. 	John's 	............. 

f!uI&Lax 	................ 

0.7 0.6 2.0 0.6 + 0.1 + 1.4 - 	1.3 Moritra1 	............... 

0.2 0.8 0.8 1.4 - 0.6 - 0.6 - 0.6 

Canada 	................... 

1.8 0.5 0.7 0.8 + 13 0.1 + 1.1 

Ottawa 	................. 

0.4 0.4 0.2 0.1 + 0.1 + 0.2 

Toronto ................ 

0.8 0.9 0.5 13 - 	0.1 - 0.8 + 0.3 

Winnipeg 	............... 
Edmonton 	............... 

Vancouver .............. O.ó 0.8 0.8 1.6 - 0.2 - 0.8 - 0.2 
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	 LFS 744 

FIELD DIVISION 
	

LABOUR FORCE SURVEY 

ANALYSIS OF REJECTED DOCUMENTS 
	

SURVEY NO. 295 

SUMMARY CANADA ST.JOHNS HALIFAX 	MONTREAL OTTAWA TORONTO WINNIPEGJEDMONTON VA;COUVER 

TOTAL DOCUMENTS RECEIVED 79,308 4547 13,786 	15,944 4,939 16,188 6,864 8,721 	8,319 

REJECTED DOCUMENTS 5,905 192 1,141 	1,088 233 1,540 290 854 567 

7. OF TOTAL DOCUMENTS RECEIVED 

- 	 ERRORS 	-- 

AVERAGE PER REJECTED DOCUMENT 

7.45 

9,671 

1.64 

4.22 

303 

1.58 

	

8.28 	6.82 

1,837 	1,781 

	

1.61 	1.64 

4.72 

390 

9.51 

2,601 

4.22 

479__-  

9.79 	1 	6.82 

1,295 	985 

1.67 1.69 1.65 1.52 	1.74 

ERROR BREAKDOWN 

NO. OF CARELESS ERRORS 	ft  

7 OF TOTAL ERRORS 

81 902 

- 

5,414 

 55 99 

1,026 219L 1,553 

59.71 

292 

6096 

822 	519 

26.73 49.10 57.61 56.151 6372 

AVERAGE PER REJECTED DOCUMENT .917 .422 .791 	.943 .940 1.008 1.007 .963 	.915 

NO. OF ERRORS IN ITEMS 11, 	12, 24 & 25 1,095 86 273 	165 	1 257 - 	 31 - - 	 133 	11 

Z OF TOTAL_ERRORS 11.32 28.39 14.86 	9.27J 9.49 9.88 6.47 10.271 	11.47 

AVERAGE PER REJEcTED DOCUMENT .185 .448 .239 	.152 .159 .167 .106 .1561 	.199 

NO. OF ERRORS IN ITEMS 13, 20 to 23 2,534 73 502 	1 	469 	1 119 651 145 288 	2oi 
- 	 ; OF TOTAL ERRORS 26.20 24.09 27.33 	26.33 30.51! 	25.03 30.27 22.24 	29.14 

ER.'G:PFREJECTEDDOCUMF\T 
429j38O  423 500 337 506 

• 	NO. OF ERRORS IN ITEMS 14 & 15 561 60 

1980 

149 	101 ill 	127 8 44 61 
7 OF TOTAL ERRORS 580 8 . 111 	5.67 2.82 	4.88 1.67 3.40 6.19 
MERAGLrRREJEC:ED D0CUE\T 

NO. OF ERRORS IN ITEMS 17, 18 & 19 

095 312 

3 - 

131 	093 047 082 028 052 108 

67 11 	20 4 13 3 8 5 

% OF TOTAL ERRORS .69__-  .99 .60i 	1.12 1.03 .50 .63 .62 1 	.51 
AVERAGE PER REJECTED DOCUMENT .011 1 	.016 .0101 	.018 .017 .008 .010 00 9 009 

* THIS ANALYSIS REPRESENTS THE MACHINE REAI)ABLE ERRORS ONLY. 

* CARELESS FRRCR: SU OE ERRORS ECR ITEMS 1 to 10 AND 26,28 and EDUCATION ON THE LFS DCCU!ENT 

0 	 0 	 1 	 1 - 	9 ---- --- 
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I 	P 	STATISTICS CANADA 	STATISTIOUE CAP.IADA 
FIELD DIVISION - DIVISlO4 DES OtATIONS tGIOWALES - 23 - 

Lrd F.. 

LA8OUR FORCE SURVEY 	ENOIJETE StiR LA POPULATION ACTIVE 

ANALYSIS OF REJECTED DOCUMENTS - ANALYSE DES DOCUMENTS REJETES * 

SL)*VEY No 296 
ENOUTE - 

SUMMARY - SOMMAIRE CANADA ST jOHN'S HALIFAX MONTREAL OTTAWA TORONTO WINNIPEG EDMONTON VANCOUVER 

flAL 	DOCUMENTS 	tECEr4PEO/TOTAI 	DES 	DOCUMENTS REcUS 79,446 4,499 13,793 15,797 1+,966 16,278 7,054 8,597 	8,462 

:CTED 	DOCUMENTS /DOCUMENTS REJEItS 5,508 151 962 922 262 1,394 336 862 619 

,oyo,kcJ(NTSRra!v(D 6.93 3.36 6.97 5.84 5.28 8.56 	1 4.76 10.03 7.36 
tS 	OTT tfUS  

)TAL 	EDOIS/TOTAL 	DES 	ERREuRS 9,263 239 1,606 1,520 402 2,390 584 1,527 1 
PE R 	 KJ(C11O OOCLMT 

tlt 1.68 1.58 1.67 	1.65 	1 	5 1 	71 - 1 	74 	77 

nOR 	Ut AK DOWN / RtPAIT ITION 	0(5 	ERREURS 

5,365 

- 

65 784 	891 	170 1,530 409 	1,070 446 OccAR(I.EsSERRS•• 

'Wbtf01 	IAJTIS P .  ?.AT7ENTtd 	• 

:OT TOTAL 	(RRORS/70D'J TOTAL 	DES EIREURS - 579 27.2 

.430 

48.8 	58.6 	42.3 64.0 70.0 	70.1 I 	4.48 
.t 	PEJtCTtDCNT 	- .974 .815 	.966 	.649 1.098 1.217 	1.241 	.721 

• 	41 	k\.ML4T 10)011  
• 	71 	(T0Rs 	II 	11016 	11, 	12.24 & 2S 1,039 57 224 	155 	50 254 47 	132 	J 	120 

l01uI 	4 	PS1tSII, 	Il 	74 	1 	00  

14.0 	10.2 	12.4 00 	TOTAL 	(11015/ 	o0U 	TOTAL 	DES 	(11(1.115 11.2 23.8 10.6 8.1 	8.6 	12.1 
IJ(1(D$Ml 	 189 .377 .233 .168 	.191 .182 .140 	.153 	.194 

lFJflj  

rRR71€l613,?0T023 2.255 74 438 	369 	147 473 110 	292 	I 	352 
.C..0 	Pt (lOutS AuA 	VST0S 	1$, 	70 0. 73  

00 TOTAL 	EI10R5/7o0U 	TOTAL 	DES (RRELS 
24.3 31.0 27.3 24.3 	36.6 19.8 18.8 	19.1 	35.4 

.0 	Pt I RLJ(C1( 0 ECtJ(NT 409 .493 .455 	.400 	.561  .339 .327 	.339 	.569 P1 	'CuMWT RLJET 

0'LRR5IRITt1461S 532 41 150 	86 	29 126 8 	24 68 0.41 	POSTL.S 	II 	0 	II  

OF  TOTAL (11015/ 7 	CU TOTAL DES 	(11(1.115 5.8 17.2 9.3 	5.7 	7.2 5.3_ 1.4 	1.6 	6.8 
0 	'It PEJIC(0 COCLKNT .097 .271 .156 	.093 	.111 .090 .024 	.028 	.110 • •l.I OT 	10)071 41 0L.M 

, 

  _______________ ________________ ___________________________________________________ 
7( 	17. 	II 	0. 	9 16  72 2 10 	 19 	6 7 10 1I 	tl 	tSA.ATtSl7. 	1011 

00 TOTAL (11015/ 	DU TOTAL 	EØEURS  .8 .8 .6 	1.2 	 1.5 .3 

.005] 

1.7 	.6 	.9 

.030 	
1 	

.010 	j 	.015 
J 

PER IOJO CT(D 	CJRT j.013 .013 .010 	.021 	.023 
• .t 	Pal 	M4T (IJPTL  _ 

'' 	 • THIS ANALYSIS REPRESENTS THE MACP4*4E 1(AOAh&E EUO*$ ONLY 
S CETIE ANALYSE REP SENTE 115 (1*11315 tISIkES PAR IAACMONE SEULEMENT 

S S CAPhESS ERROR SUM OP ERRORS 901 71,4 	101020 ?° AND (DLX ON THE LES DOCUMENT 
• • 	 C 	TN ION IOTA. 035 FIR€t.11.S 	P05E3 	- C 24 	79 3' 	tCX% 	51.11 LE OOCUuEINT ETA 

S. 	
. 
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Enurieratino  Cot 

975 	 1974 1974 	 1971 

Fel,. Jan. I Dec. Nov. Oct. Sept. Feb. tan. 	J Dec. Nov. (ct. Sept. 

All Areas 

5 
st. 	.J.4ua 	......................$ 
Ha1l1x 	.......................... 5 
Montr,al 	........................$ 

	

2.88 	2.77 	2.64 	2.6 1 ) 	2.15 	2.72 

	

3.56 	3.61 	3.30 	3.11 	2.93 	3.33 

	

1.09 	2.86 	2.67 	2.69 	2.31 	2.66 

	

1.00 	2.88 	2.73 	2.76 	2.33 	2.81 

	

2.38 	2.40 	2.32 	2.41 	2,2 	2.46 

	

2.75 	2.78 	2.70 	2.75 	2.89 	2.71 

	

2.24 	2.31 	2.18 	2.29 	2.29 	2.29 

	

2.53 	2.52 	2.37 	2.58 	2.70 	2.66 

Ottawa 	..........................$ 
Toronto 	.........................$ 

	

2.65 	2.78 	2.76 	2.83 	2.56 	2.71 

	

2.85 	2.76 	2.63 	2.65 	2.36 	2.80 

	

2.57 	2.66 	2.44 	2.53 	2.66 	2.68 

	

2.39 	2.42 	2.43 	2.47 	2.67 	2.60 

Winnipeg 	........................$ 
Edmonton 	........................$ 

	

2.80 	2.62 	2.53 	2.74 	2.23 	2.59 

	

2.68 	2.66 	2.63 	2.56 	2.33 	2.60 

	

2.63 	2.42 	2.40 	2.39 	2.48 	2.40 

	

2.21 	2.24 	2.11 	2.22 	2.29 	2.24 

Vancouver 	.......................$ 2.59 	2.47 	2.26 	2.65 	2.24 	2.54 2.19 	2.19 	2.16 	2.19 	2.37 	2.20 

S .R.U. 

Canada 	............................$ 2.49 	2.38 	2.29 	2.31 	2.05 	2.35 2.14 	2.14 	2.10 	2.24 	2.35 	2.32 

St. 	John's 	......................$ 2.90 	2.66 	2.66 	2.67 	2,38 	2.75 2.28 	2.27 	2.13 	2.15 	2.37 	2.17 

	

HalUax 	.........................$ 

	

,ntr,a1 	........................$ 

	

2.60 	2.58 	2.31 	2.24 	1.95 	2,13 

	

2.59 	2.44 	2.43 	2.36 	1.96 	2.39 

	

2.17 	2.11 	2.04 	2.16 	2.07 	2.01 

	

2.25 	2.25 	2.12 	2.42 	2.55 	2.52 

))ttnwn 	.......................... $ 2.36 	2.51 	2.47 	2.56 	2.41 	2.45 2.43 	2.51 	2.33 	2.35 	2.50 	2.56 

........................ S 2.71 	2.57 	2.47 	2.51 	2.24 	2.63 2.28 	2.31 	2.37 	2.63 	2.59 	2.57 

W1,unI;'.-g 	........................$ 2.21 	2.00 	2.04 	7.13 	IAl.. 	2.06 2.05 	2.02 	2.12 	2.13 	2.21 	2.12 
........................$ 1.02 	2.01 	1. 118 	I 	Mll 	1.70 	1.92 1.56 	1.56 	1.60 	1.63 	1.74 	1.81 

Van,-,,.rv.r 	.......................$ 1.11 	2.11 	1.92 	1.14 	2.01 	2.28 1.99 	1.97 	1.98 	2.08 	2.27 	2.14 

Canada 	............................$ 3,6)) 	3.29 	3.1() 	3.1') 	2.74 	3.19 2.70 	2.75 	2.61 	2.64 	2.74 	2.65 
SI • 	John'S 	......................$ 3.78 	3.68 	1.51 	3,56 	3.13 	3.54 2.92 	2.95 	2.90 	2.96 	3.08 	2.91 
Hnllfax 	.........................$ 3.19 	3.04 	2.9)) 	2.96 	2.52 	2.95 2.30 	2.65 	2.27 	2.37 	2.44 	2.47 
Ik,iiIreaI 	........................$ 3.76 	3.66 	3.25 	1.66 	2.95 	3.51 3.06 	3.00 	2.83 	2.88 	2.96 	2.92 
Ottawa 	..........................$ 3.20 	3.10 	3.29 	3,39 	2.81 	3.16 2.81 	2.89 	2.60 	2.79 	2.90 	2.85 
Toronto 	.........................$ 3.22 	3.27 	3.06 	3.02 	2.61 	3.26 2.70 	2,69 	2.60 	2.59 	2.86 	2.72 

........................$ 3.36 	3.21 	3.01 	3.31 	2.58 	3.10 2j9 	2.81 	2.66 	2.64 	2.73 	2.66 

........................$ 3.37 	3.33 	3.29 	3.26 	2.97 	3.26 2.89 	2.96 	2.83 	2.84 	2.83 	2.68 
........................$ 3.01 	3.08 	2.85 	2.91 	2.57 	2.93 2.52 	2.52 	2.46 	2.35 	2.53 	2.27 

ionth-to-Plonth Change Year-to-Year Change 

L975 tb-c. 1976 1974 Dec. 1973 Feb. Jan. Dec. Nov. 
1476 1973 1974 1974 1973 1973 

tfLfl. to 5OV. (lct •)aI. to Nov. Oct. to to to to 
to Jafl 1 to to Jan. to to Feb. Jan. Dec. Nov. 

Feb. 1975 lIe,-, Nov. Feb. 1974 Dec. Nov. 1975 1975 1Q74 1974 

All 	ALl-as 

...................................... $ 4 	0.11 + 	0.13 - 	0.)), 4 	0.34 - 0.02 4 	0.08 (1.09 - 0.11 + 0,50 + 0.37 + 0.32 + 0.28 
• 	J'• a 	...................... $ ' 	0.11 4- 	0.11 - 0.01 0.38 0.03 + 0.08 - 0.05 - 0.14 f 	0.79 4- 	0.63 1 	0.60 4  0.56 

))aILl.,x 	......................... $ 4 	0.21 0.19 - 0.02 0.38 - 0.07 4 	0.13 - 0.11 - 4 0.85 + 0.55 & 	0.49 4 0.40 
Iio,,tr,'-el 	........................ $ + 0.12 4 	0.15 - 0.03 (1.43 4 	0.01 + 0.15 - 0.21 - 0.12 + 0.47  + 0.36 + 0.36 4 0.18 
Uttwa 	.......................... $ - 0.13 4 	0.02 - 0.07 0.27 - 0.09 I 	0.22 - 0.09 - 0.13 4 0.08 -f 	0.12 4  0,32 4 0.30 
Toro,ulo 	......................... $ 4 0.09 4 	0.13 - 0.02 f 	0.31 - 0.03 - 0.01 - 0.06 - 0.20 3 	0.46 + 0.34 + 0,20 + 0.18 
WInnipeg 	........................ $ 4 	0.131 4  0.09 - 0.21 4 	0.5L 0.01 + 0.02 -C 	0.01 - 0.09 + 	0.37 + 0.20 4 	0.13 4- 	0.35 
......... .... 	........................ $ 4- 	0.02 + 0.03 4  0.07 4 	0.23 - 0.03 4 	0.13 - 0.11 - 0.07 * 0.47 + 0.42 + 0.52 4 0,34 
VQlo, --  I 	 - 	....................... $ 4- 	0.12 4 	0.21 - 0.19 4 	0.21 - 0.03 - 0.03 - 0.1$ 4 	0.40 4  0,28 + 0.10 4 	0,26 

S. R. U. 

Ca,,tda 	............................ $ + 0.11 + 0.09 - 0.02 -4- 	0.26 - + 0.04 - 0.16 - 0.11 + 0.35 + 0.24 + 0.19 -* 	0.07 
St. 	John's 	...................... $ 3 	0.24 - - 0.01 + 0.29 + 0.01 + 0.14 - 0.02 - 0.22 + 0.62 + 0.39 + 0.53 + 0.52 
11.111ax 	......................... $ 0.02 -4- 	0.27 + 0.07 + 0.29 4- 	0.06 + 0.07 - 0.12 + 0.09 4- 	0.43 + 0.47 + 0.27 4 0.08 
Montreal 	........................ $ 4- 	0.15 4  0.01 + 0.09 + 0.38 - + 0.13 - 0.30 - 0.13 + 0.34 + 0.19 4  0.31 - 0.08 
I)ltawa 	.......................... $ - 0.15 4-  0.04 - 0.07 -4- 	0.13 - 0.08 4- 	0.18 - 0.02 - 0.15 - 0.07 - + 0.14 + 0.19 
Toronto 	......................... $ 4 	0.14 4- 	0.10 - 0.06 4- 0.27 - 0.03 - 0.06 - 0.06 - 0.16 4- 	0.63 + 0.26 + 0.10 + 0.08 
Winnipeg 	........................ $ + 0.22 - 0.04 - 0.09 4  0.29 + 0.03 - 0.10 - 0.01 - 0.08 4 0.17 - 0.02 - 0.08 - 
Edmonton 	........................ $ 4 	0.01 + 0.03 + 0.13 4  0.15 - 4- 0.16 - 0.23 - 	0.11 4- 	0.46 + 0.45 + 0.58 4 0.22 
Vancouver 	....................... $ -4- 	0.20 4 	0.19 - 0.22 * 0.13 4  0.02 - 0.01 - 0.10 - 0.19 + 0.32 + 0.14 - 0.06 4 0.06 

N.S.R.U. 

..................................... $ • 	0.11 -4- 	0.19 - 0.09 4 0.45 - 0.05 4  0.14 - 0.03 - 0.10 4- 0.70 -4- 	0.54 4  0.49 4  0.55 
$ -4- 	0.10 4 	0.17 -0.05 + 0.43 -0.03 + 0.05 -0.06 -0.12 * 0.86 + 0.73 4  0.61 4  0.60 

• -' 	

John's 	...................... 
..... ......................... $ 4- 	0.35 4- 	0.14 - 0.06 4-  0.64 - 0.15 + 0.18 - 0.10 - 0.07 + 	1.09 4  0.59 + 0.63 -4- 	0.59 ..... 

.....

. 
..... ........................ $ 40.12 4 	0.39 -0.2! 4- 	0.51 + 0.06 4 	0.17 -0.05 -0.08 4 0.70 4-0.64 + 0.42 + 0.58 

........ .......................... $ -0.10 4 	0.01 -0.10 I 	0.58 -0.08 4- 	0.29 -0.19 -0.11 4- 	0.39 + 0.41 + 0,69 4 	0,60 
...... ... ... 	......................... $ - 0.05 -4- 	0.23 4- 	0.02 4  0.61 4 	0.01 4- 0.09 4  0.01 - 0.27 + 0.52 + 0.58 + 0.44 4- 	0.43 
ll1llipeg 	........................ $ 4 	((.15 + 0.20 - 0.30 4 	0.73 -0.02 4 	0.15 + 0.02 -0.09 4 	0.57 + 0.60 4  0.35 4- 	0.67 

Edmonton 	........................ $ 4 	0.116 • 	0.04 4 	13.((3 0.29 - 0.07 + 0.13 - 0.01 4 	0.01 + 0.48 + 0.37 4- 	0.46 4 	0.42 
Vancouver 	....................... $ - 0.0/ 0 	14.21 - 	11.06 0 	0.31. 4' 0.08 0.09 - 0.18 4 	0.49 4 	0.56 4 	0.61 4- 	0.56 
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0 	 DEFINITIONS 

RELATED TO SECTION 1A 

Slippage - population slippaqe is defined as the percentage 
difference between the Census population projection, Pp (prelimi-
nary projections based on the 1971 Census) for a given month and 
the population estimate Pp derived from the Labour Force Survey 
sample for the same month. It is given by 

Pp - Pp . 100 

Pp 

RELATED TO SECTION lB 

Total non-response - proportion of households which were not 
interviewed due to lack of co-operation or their unavailability 
to the survey interviewer. 

0 	RELATED TO SECTION 1C 

Variance - There is a certain amount of error present in any 
estimate obtained from a sample, (due to the lack of complete 
information about the population). The average of the estimates, 
obtained from the various possible samples, is called the ex-
pected value of the estimate. If the difference between an esti-
mate and its expected value is squared and this' squared difference 
is averaged over all possible samples which could be selected from 
the sample frame, we obtain the sarntlincr variance. The square 
root of the sampling variance is called the standard deviation. 
The coefficient of variation of an estimate is defined to be the 
standard deviation of the estimate divided by the estimate times 
100 to convert to a percentage. If the expected value of an esti-
mate is not eaual to the true population value then the estimate 
is said to be biased. Among the causes of this bias are non- 
response, slippage and processing errors. The square of the 1iffer-
ence between an estimate and the true population value averaged over 
all possible samples from the sample frame is called the mean square 
error. The variance estimate for a characteristic is influenced by 
changes in the population size, the sample size, and the frequency 
of the characteristic beinq considered. For these reasons the vari-
ance estimates should be standardized; the binomial factor is one 
such standardization. The binomial factor is defined to be the 

• 	ratio of the variance estimate to an estimate of what the variance 
would be if a similar sample has been obtained through a simple 
random sampling procedure. The binomial factor measures the be-
haviour of the sample design relative to a simple random sample as 
far as the characteristic is concerned. 

I, 
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RELATED TO SECTION 1D 

Percentage of Rejected Documents - The Summary Table and Charts 
g[ve the percentage of labour force documents requiring clerical 
edits due to missing or inconsistent entries in the regular labour 
force items. 

Careless Errors - The term "careless errors" refers to omissions, 
poor marks and inconsistent entries on the Labour Force schedule 
for identification, sex, marital status, relationship to head and 
age as taken from the entries on the Household Record Card, plus 
the failure to answer item 26, "Was this person interviewed?" 

RELATED TO SECTION 1E 

Enumeration Cost per Household - The per household costs are 
calculated usiña the total number of households sampled for 
the survey in relation to the cost incurred to do the interviewing, 
in terms of fees paid to the interviewer (hourly rated employee) 
and the interviewer expenses to cover the assignment (mileage, etc.) 

Interviewing refers to obtaining the information by personal visit 
• 	to the household, or by telephoning the household to obtain the 

information, for the LF survey and for supplementary questions added 
to the LF document for the current month. 
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0 	Variances in the Labour Force Survey 

Introduction 

Another important quality measure pertaining to the statistics 
is that of sampling variance, defined by the mean square deviation 
of statistics over all possible samples from the expected value 
over all possible samples which may be selected from the sample 
frame. Due to the well designed sampling procedure and to careful 
processing of the data, the bias of this statistic should be small. 
The estimated variances, the standard deviations, and the coeffi-
cients of variation are calculated each month for a set of charac-
teristics. From the estimated standard deviations and the coeffi-
cients of variation confidence intervals for published statistics, 
ignoring the effect of non-sampling errors, may be obtained under 
the assumption that estimated totals are normally distributed about 
the true population value. Thus if it is found that an unemployed 
estimate possesses a coefficient of variation of 3 % then an unem-
ployed estimate may vary 6 % (2 standard deviations) about the true 
population value in either direction in 95 % of the samples that 
could be drawn from the LFS frame. 

Rough confidence intervals may be obtained from the lettered sym 
bols given in the monthly publications (The Labour Force: Catalogue 
71-001). Due to time deadlines for the release of these publications 
the lettered symbols are based on the averaqe of the monthly coeffi- 
cients of variation for the previous year. The lettered symbol, 
which indicates a range in which the coefficient of variation is 
expected to fall, gives the user an indication of the reliability of 
the estimate. 

From any particular-  survey the obtained coefficient of variation 
will not necessarily fall within the range indicated by the lettered 
symbol found in the publication because of 1) the sampling variance 
of the estimated coefficient of variation and 2) the seasonal effects 
which are not reflected in the published lettered symbols. 

Example: For an estimate of 175,000 with a coefficient of variation 
of 2.47 % then in 95 % of all different samples that could be selected 
from the sample frazie, the estimate would deviate from the true popu-
lation value by not more than 8,645. 

The complexity of the formulas for the theoretical variance based on 
the multi-staqe sampling procedure for the Labour Force Survey make 
it difficult to determine from the calculations alone if the variances 
are high considerina the sample design or the frequency of the charac-
teristic even if they are high for purposes of analysis. Because 

• 	coefficients of variation decrease with increases in the population, 
the sample size and the frequency of the characteristic, the calculated 
variances should be compared with some standard values. 
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AssumincT a similar number of persons were drawn at random in 
eachprovince one such standard value is the correspondin 
random sample variance, which is a function of the population 
size, the sample size, and the frequency of the characteristic. 
The ratio of the estimated variance from the computer programs 
to this random sample variance or the binomial factor is 
calculated monthly for each characteristic. 

The higher the factor the worse the samole design relative to 
a simple random sample as far as the characteristic is concerned. 
A high factor may be the result of limitations imposed by cost 
restrictions and not the result of a bad sample design. 

High factors do indicate 'where further analysis should be under-
taken and where there is potential for improvement in the present 
sample design. ugh variances at provincial levels are fre-
quently attributable to one or two PSUs so that for cuality 
studies, the analysis will often centre around studies of su1-
provincial contributions to the total variance. In table 1 are 
included the binomial factors and the coefficients of variation 
for several estimates. 

S Definitions 

Sampling variance: The average of squared deviations of statis-
tics over all possible samples from the average value of the sta-
tistics over all possible samples (neglecting the effect of non-
sampling errors).. 

Non-sampling errors: Deviations from the true (but usually un-
known) value of a statistic caused by factors other than sampling 
(such as non—response, slippage, coding errors). 

Standard deviation: The square root of the sampling variance. 

Coefficient of variation: The standard deviation expressed as a 
percent of the estimate of a quantity, sometimes termed percent 
standard deviation. 

Confidence intervals: The intervals in which the unknown value 
of the population to be estimated from a sample may be expected 
to lie a given percent of the time (commonly 95 % of the time). 

Binomial Factor (design effect): The ratio of the variance of 
a statistic as estimated from the sample considering the sample 
design compared with the variance of a statistic obtained in a 
simple random sample of the same size. 

1 
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Reliability: Not really a statistical term but referring in 
gieral to the standard deviation, variance of a statistic, and 
cfidence interval. In Table 1, the coefficient of variation 
is used as a measure of the reliability of estimates. 

The following table presents some results of the monthly Labour 
Force Survey. Included are estimates, coefficients of variation 
and binomial factors for the characteristics Employed Unemployed 
and "In Labour Force". 

Table I: 	Estimates, Their Coefficients of Variation, and Their Binomial 
Factors or Canada and by Province for february 1975 

Population 
Employed Uniployed In Labour Force 

Estimate 
Estimate C.V. 

Symbol 
Cal'd 	Pub'd B.F. (stinate C . V. Cald 

Symbol 
Pub'd B.F. Estimate CV. 	Cald 

Symbol 
Pubd B.F. 

Canada 16,857 8.874 0.37 A A 1.17 839 2.01 C C 1.64 9,713 0.32 A A 1.06 

NfId. 387 141 2.89 0 C 2.42 1 	43 6.41 E E 2.79 184 1.95 C C 1.75 

P.E.I. 83 38 4.98 0 0 2.59 4 12.60 F 6 1.17 43 4.54 D 0 2.55 

N.S. 578 266 1.35 C C 1.20 28 6.13 E E 1.57 294 1.30 C C 1.35 

N.B. 485 210 2.07 C C 2.14 41 5.03 0 E 1.64 251 1.77 C C 2.20 

Que. 4,686 2,34 3 0.72 B B 0.92 286 3.67 D 0 1.62 2,629 0.66 B B 0.96 

Ont 6,164 3,431 0.66 B B 1.22 261 3.88 0 0 1.51 3,692 0.55 B 8 1,04 

Man. 732 404 1.49 C C 1.21 23 10.07 F F 1.39 427 1.41 C C 1.24 

Sask. 660 345 1.94 C C 1.82 14 1 0.98 F F 1.15 360 1.78 C C 1.68 

Alta. 1,244 719 1.04 8 C 1.13 31 8.27 E £ 1.29 750 1.00 B B 1.17 

B.C. 1,838 977 1.14 C B 1.42 107 5.99 E C 2.24 1,084 o.81 B B 0.92 

C.V. 	- Coefficient of Variation 
B.F. 	- BinniaI Factor 
Estimates in Thousands 

. 

Percent of Estimates at 
One Standard Deviation 

0.0 - 	0.5% 
0.6 - 	1.0% 
1.1 - 	2.5% 
2.6 - 	5.0% 
5.1 - 10.0% 

10.1 - 16.5% 
16.6 - 25.0% 
25.1 - 33.3% 
33.4 - 50.0% 
50.1 + 

Alphabetic Symbol 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
.1 
K 

or 
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Anal"sis of Sub-Provincial Contributions to the Variance 
AW 

On te basis of the binomial factor corresponding to the esti-
mated total of a characteristic, the decision is made whether 
to study sub-provincial contributions to the variance of this 
charteristic or not. A high binomial factor or a substantial 
increase in the factor over the corresponding factors for the 
previous months indicate that a study should be carried out to 
determine the origins of the high variance or increase in the 
factQr. 

A portion of the provincial variance is contributed by each 
sub*miit or pair of PSUs and these contributions tallied over 
all subunits and pairs of PSUs yield the variance estimate of 
the characteristic total at the provincial level. The purpose 
of tFie analysis of subprovincial contributions to the variance 
is tcP determine those subunits or PSUs where the portion of the 
varince contributed is excessively large relative to a desired 
portion based on the population and samplinq ratio in the sub-
prov!ncial area. Such "problem areas" are determined by a 
stati.stical test of hypothesis. 

The results of the analysis for those characteristics and 
proviinces, as determined by their binomial factors, are presented 
in Tables 2a, 2b, etc. The percentage of the variance contributed 
is simply the contribution by the pair of PSUs or subunit expressed 
as a percentage of the provincial variance. The desired percentage 
contr±bution is the ratio of a weighted populatidn estimate of the 
subunt or stratum to a weighted total population estimate of the 
proviice expressed as a percentage. The weights (a weight of 1 for 
NSRU PSUs and a weight of 15 for SRU subunits) adjust the popula-
tion oestimates to take into account the difference in sampling 
ratiozs between NSRU and SRU parts of the province. 
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0 	 Adjusted Binomial Factors 

The binomial factor or the ratio of the variance of a Labour 
Force estimate to the variance of this estimate if similar 
results had been obtained from a simple random sample is a 
measure of the quality of the variances of Labour Force esti-
mates. For those estimates where the binomial factor is large, 
either absolutely or relative to previous months, a detailed 
study of the subprovincial contributions to the variance is 
carried out. This analysis essentially separates the sub-
provincial areas into two groups: 

1) Those strata and subunits which contributed signifi-
cantly in excess of the desired contribution by the 
area. 

and 2) Those strata and subunits which contributed more or 
less the desired contribution by the area. 

The question may arise as to what the binomial factor would 
have been if the strata or subunits in (1) contributed more or 
less the desired contribution, based on the estimated population. 
The adjustment which is proposed and which is being tried out for 
analysis is as follows: 

( i) The variance remains unchanged in (2) 
• 	(ii) The variance is reduced in (1) and the combined vari- 

ance in (1) and (2) is reduced so that the contribution in (1) 
and (2) are in direct proportion to weighted sample takes. 

A more detailed write-up and algebraic development is to be 
presented in an LFSP series report. 
The adjusted binomial factor reduces the binomial factor to a 
value it would have been had the variance contribution by the 
areas identified by (1) contributed in the same proportion as 
the areas identified in (2). If this adjusted binomial factor 
has approximately the same value as previous binomial factors in 
which a subprovincial analysis was not deemed necessary, then the 
subprovincial areas identified in (1) were the cause of the high 
variance. If the adjusted binomial factor is still in excess of 
previous binomial factors then the subprovincial areas identified 
in (1) although part of the cause of the high variance were not 
the only causes of a high variance; other causes might be a 
general clustering of the characteristic throughout the whole 

• 	 province, gradual deterioration of the stratification or other 
reasons. These binomial factors do possess a sampling variance 
and this results in rigorous interpretations of these binomial 
factors being impossible to make. 
In the quality report variance, write-up, the adjusted binomial 
factors will be calculated to determine whether or not the 

• 

	

	subprovincial areas identified appear to be the main cause for 
the high variance. 
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Analysis of Subprovincial Contributions to the Variance for the 

February 1975  Survey 

The binomial factor for the estimate of Unemployed in Newfoundland 

remains unusually high with a value of 2.79  for the February survey. The 
analysis of subprovincial contributions to the provincial variance estimate 

of this characteristic revealed two pairs of PSUs for which the actual 

percentage contribution significantly exceeded the desired percentage 

contribution. 

Table la) Actual vs Desired Contribution to the Variance Estimate 

of Unemployed in Newfoundland by PSUs and Subunits 

. 

PSUs or Subunits 	
Actual 

Percentage 

	

(lentification 	Location 	Contribution 

	

02024 & 02026 	- east coast of Nfld. just north 

of the Avalon Peninsula 	8.19 

	

03003 & 03006 	- central portion of Nfld. extending 

east to the Atlantic coast 	9.80 

Des i red 

Percentage 

Contribution 

Al 1 other PSUs 

and Subunits 
	 82.01 	96.37 

The adjusted binomial factor with a value of 2.37 remains 

unusually high for this characteristic and province relative to previous 

surveys. This implies that the increased variance is generally spread 

over all areas of the province and is not restricted to a few sub-

provincial areas. 
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In the province of Manitoba the value of 1.39 for the estiite 

of Unemployed is high in comparison with binomial factors for previous 

surveys. One pair of PSUs was identified as contributing excessively 

to the provincial variance estimate of Unemployed. 

Table ib) Actual vs Desired Contribution to the Variance 

Estimate of Unemployed in Man. by PSUs and Subunits 

PSUs or Subunits 

Identification 	Location 

6 1+029 & 61+035 	- south western region of the 

province 

Al I other PSUs 

and Subunits 	- 

is 	- 

Actual 
	

Des i red 

Percentage 
	

Percentage 

Contribution Contribution 

10.02 3.20 

EM 

The adjusted binomial factor for this estimate has a value of 

1.29 which remains slightly higher than corresponding binomial factors 

in previous surveys and this indicates a tendency for this higher variance 

to be distributed generally over the entire province. 

The value of 1.82 for the binomial factor for the estimate of 
Employed in Saskatchewan is up considerably from the value of 1.18 for 

this factor for the January survey. The subprovincial analysis of variance 

contributions identified one pair of PSUs for which the actual percentage 

contribution significantly exceeded the desired percentage contribution. 
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Lible Ic) 	AcLa1 vs Debi rd Cortribution to I c 	ar 	L - L 

of Employed in Sask. by PSUs and Subunits 

	

PSUs or Subunits 	Actual 	Desired 

Percentage 	Percentage 

Identification 	Location 	Contribution Contribution 

73008 & 73011 	- east central part of Sask. 

along the Man. border 	11.03 	3.71 

All other PSUs 

and Subunits 	- 	 88.97 	96.29 

The adjusted binomial factor for thischaracteristic has a value 

of 1.68 which remains unusually high for this characteristic and this in-

dicates that the excessive variance for the February survey is spread over 

Iu(t dr€js of the province. 

In the province of British Columbia the binomial factor for the 

c-tirnate of Unemployed increased to 2.24 for the February survey from the 
value of 1.75 for the January survey. Two pairs of PSUs were identified for 

which the actual percentage contribution to the variance significantly 

exceeded the desired percentage contribution to the variance. 

Table 3d) Actual vs Desired Contribution to the Variance Estimate of 

Unemployed in B.C. by PSUs and Subunits 

	

PSUs or Subunits 
	

Actual 	Desired 

Percentage 	Percentage 

Identi ficat ion 	Location 
	

Contribution Contribution 

t 1-8 

95001 & 95003 

97003 & 97008 

All other PSUs 

and Subunits 

- southern part of Vancouver 

Island 	 35.41 	2.38 

- north central part of B.C. 	15.52 	 3.21 

- 	 49.07 	94.41 
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British Columbia has a value of 1.16 which falls within an acceptable range 

of binomial factors for this characteristic and province. This indicates 

that the above identified subprovincial areas are primarily responsible 

for the high variance estimate for this characteristic. 
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A Detailed Analysis for Some Selected Subprovincial Areas 

For the two subprovincial areas, namely a) PSUs 03003 and  03006, 

and b) PSUs 95001 and 95003,  the actual percentage contribution to the 
provincial variance estimate greatly exceeded the desired percentage 

contribution to the provincial variance estimate. 	In the following, an 

analysis of the numbers of persons in PSUs by labour force status and 

industry classifications was carried out to determine possible causes of 

the excessive contributions by these areas. 

For the pair of PSUs 03003  and 03006 in Newfoundland the actual 

• 	percentage contribution to the variance of Unemployed at the provincial 

level was 9.80% compared to a desired contribution of 1.81%. An examina-
tion of the half-stratum estimates from each PSU of labour force status 

by industry classification revealed some industries, namely, other primary 

industries and manufacturing, which were unequally distributed between the 

two PSUs and an associated high unemployment in these industries resulted 

in a clustering of unemployment in one PSU. The result was that the 

unemployment rate based on half-stratum estimates from PSU 03006 was 29.48%, 
whereas the unemployment rate based on half-stratum estimates from PSU 03003 
was 56.38%. 	It should be noted that the number of weighted and unweighted 

sample takesdiffers substantially between the two PSUs. This is due to the 

removal of persons in sampled areas of PSU 03006 under the Government Re-
settlement Program. 

0 
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These results can be seen froiii the fol lonng table. 

Table 3a) Estimates and Sample Takes by Characteristic and PSU 

Employed Unemployed In Labour Force 

Industry 03003 03006 03003 03006 03003 03006 

Est. '' Est. II Est. # Est. # Est. // Est. 

Other 	Primary 	lnd. 454 6 0 0 1175 14 83 1 1629 20 83 1 
Manufacturing 0 0 0 0 361 4 0 0 361 4 0 0 
Construction 60 1 0 C 150 2 75 1 210 3 75 
Transp. 	& 120 2 69 1 0 0 0 0 120 2 69 
Other 	Utilities 
Trade 128 2 141 2 68 1 0 0 196 3 141 2 
Finance 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Services 535 7 168 2 0 0 0 0 535 7 168 2 
Public Admin. 60 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 60 1 0 0 
Total 1357 19 378 5 1754 21 158 2 3111 40 536 7 

) denotes half-stratum estimates based on the PSU - 	) denotes unweighted sample takes. 

b) PSUs 95001 and 95003 

For the estimate of Unemployed in British Columbia the actual 
contribution to the variance of 35.41  greatly exceeded the desired con-
tribution to the variance of 2.38  by the pair of PSUs 95001 and 95003. 
There was high unemployment associated with industry classification "Other 
Primary Industries", and on the basis of sample results, there were many 
more persons in this industry in PSU 95001 (a weighted half-stratum estimate 
of 2908 corresponding to 17 sampled persons) than in PSU 95003  (a weighted 
half-stratum estimate of 1320  corresponding to 8 sampled persons). For 
other industry classifications, although the distributions by industry were 
much more equal between the two PSUs, there was a general tendency for 
Unemployment to be clustered in PSU 95001. The net result of these factors 
is that the unemployment rate is 30.69 based on weighted results from PSU 
95001 and 5.43 based on weighted results from PSU 95003. This discrepancy 
between the two PSUs is the cause of a large contribution to the provincial 
variance estimate by this subprovincial area. 

I 
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0 	The following table presents weighted and unweighted estimates 
y PSU by Labour Force Status by Industry classification. 

Table 3b) Estimates and Sample Takes by Characteristic and PSU 

1E 

Employed Unemployed In Labour Force 

Industry 95001 95003 95001 - 95003 95001 95003_ 

Est. Est. # Est. # Est. /7 Est. II Est. /7 

Agriculture 
Other 	Primary 	md. 

313 
515 

2 
3 

1476 
955 

3 	0 
6 1 2357 0 

114 

0 
365 

0 
2 

313 
2908  

2 
17 

1476 
1320 

3 
8 

Manufacturing 
Construction 

21499 
898 

15 
5 

2537 
1266 

15 
71 

352 
735 

2 
14 

3142 
0 

2 
0 

2851 
1633 

17 
9 

2879 
1266 

17 
7 

Transp.'& 330 2 1863 HI 581 3 0 0 911 5 1863 11 
Other 	Utilities i I 

Trade 1919 12 	1, 1389 8' 1714 1 0 0 2093 13 1389 8 
Finance 352 2 1479 3 0 0 0 0 352 2 1479 3 
Services 
Public Admin. 

31433 
882 

20 
5 

7862 
1223 

46, 
71 

362 
387 

2 
2 

330 
0 

2 
0 

3795 
1269 

22 
7 

8192 
1223 

48 
7 

Total 11177 66 18050 106J49 148 28 1037 6 ~ W25 914 19087 112 

) denotes half -stratum estimates based on the PSU - 	 :) denotes unweighted sample takes. 
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Appendix III 

S 

NON- RES PONSE 

aw taken 1 mi PHhI ;iI 

R 75-02 (Vebruary 1975), Non-rcsponse in LIie Canadian 
Labour lorce Survey, prepared by F.T. Newton and J.R. Norris, 
Household Surveys Development Staff, and E.T. McLeod of 
Field Division. 
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Non-Rponse in the Canadian 
Labour Force Survey 

1. Introduction 

There are a number of ways of measuring the quality of the Labour Force 
Survey. One such method is the calculation of non-response rates. The 
sampling variability of weighted up statistics is inversely proportional 
to the response rate so that published figures based on a sample with 
only 80% response rate (20% non-response rate) will have 90/80 or 1.125 
times the sampling variability of corresponding figures based on the 
same sample with 90% response rate (10% non-response rate). Together 
with the increase in sampling variability caused by higher non-response 
rates there is also a possible increase in the mean square error as a 
result of the non-response bias. If the characteristics of non-respondents 
are significantly different than those of respondents, then the higher the 
non-response rate, the greater the contribution to the mean square error 
by the non-response bias. The extent of this bias is unknown at present 
but must be obtained from outside sources of similar data or from special 
experiments on non-response characteristics. 

Non-response follows a marked pattern seasonally, generally peaking in the 
summer months and declining in the spring and autumn (Graph Cl). The 
seasonality effect is caused by the "temporarily absent 1 " component which 
Increases sharply during the summer months when people are generally away 
on vacation (Graph Cl) 

Jo this report, non-response data are summarized at the economic region, 
rgiona1 office and Canada levels in the form of tables and graphs. For 
Canada and each of the regional offices, nonresponse data are given for 
each of the four components 1  of non-response as well as for total non- 
response. Furthermore, month to month and year to year changes in non-
response rates are also included. At the economic region level, global 
non-response rates and the actual and expected percentage contributions 1  
to the total non-response of the regional office are specified for every 
economic region within each regional office. The line graphs indicate 
the trends in non-response rates over the current year and the previous 
two years. 

II. Monthly Meeting on Non-Response 

A meeting on non-response with J.R. Norris and F.T. Newton, Household 
Surveys Development Staff and E.T. McLeod, Field Division, is held every 
month to discuss the more pronounced movements in the current non-response 
data. The points covered during this meeting are incorporated in the 
analysis given in the next section. 

SLL definitions in Appendix 10. 
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III. 	Analysis 

A. At the Canada Level 

The overall non-response rate for the Canada level increased from 
4.3% in January to 4.7% in February. The mohth to month increases 
in the T.A. and "other" components were mainly responsible for 
this month's higher overall rate. The decrease in the Ni rate, 
however, continued the downward trend which has been evident in 
the Ni corLponent since October 1974. 

The overlal) non-response rate increased from 0.2% in January to 0.3% 
in February and the adjusted overall non-response rate for February 
was calculated to be 4.4%. 

Compared with last year's February overall non-response rate (6.0%), 
this year's rate was lower. In the year to year changes at the 
component level, decreases were noted in the T.A., Ni and N2 rates. 

B. At the Regional Office Level 

1. St. John's Regional Office 

The overall non-response rate for the St. John's Regional Office 
increased from 3.6% in January to 3.8% in February. The month to 

. 	i. nih increases in the N2 and "other" components mainly accounted 
I r the increase in the overall rate. The overlap rate decreased 
irorn 0.7% in January to 0.6% in February and the adjusted overall 
iion-rcsponsu rate for February was calculated to be 3.2%. 

Compared With the 2.07, overall non-response rate in February 1974, 
this year's rate was considerably higher. Furthermore, all 
components of non-response exhibited year to year increases in 
their rates. 

2. Halifax Regional Office 

The overall non-response rate for the Halifax Regional Office 
decreased from 5.0% in January to 4.8% in February. At the compo-
nent level, decreases in the Ni, N2 and "other" components were 
responsible for the month to month decrease in the overall rate. 
The overlap rate increased from 0.6% in January to 0.7% in February 
and the adjusted overall non-response rate was 4.1% in February. 

Compared with the overall non-response rate (5.9%) in February 1974, 
this year's rate was lower. This year's lower rate was due to a 
1.2% year to year decrease in the Ni component. 

In economic region 31, the refusal rate of 3.0% this month was the 
ijor reason for the actual contrlution being higher than the 

. 	
h) 

xpected contribution to the total non-response of the halifax R.O. 
Following are the refusal rates for this E.R. over the past three 

C)fl th s 
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Economic A gi o li  

Noiitli 	 Dec. 	Jan. 	Feb. 

Refusal Rate (%) 	 4.1 	3.3 	3.0 

It should be noted, however, that these refusal rates in Economic Region 
31 have been decreasing steadily over the past three surveys. 

3. Montreal Regional Office 

The overal .1 non-response rate for the Montreal Regional Office increased 
slightly from 3.2% in January to 3.4% in February. Increases in the T.A. 
and "other" compondnts resulted in the hi gber overall non-response rate 
this month. However, there was no change in the overlap rate of 0. 3% from 
January to February and the adjusted overall non-response rate for Feb runr' 
was ca].culatcd to be 3.0%. 

Compared with the 7.7% overall non-response rate in February 1974, this 
year's rate was much lower. Furthermore, year to year decreases were 
recorded in all the non-response components. 

•4. Ottawa Regional Office 

The overall non-response rate for the Ottawa Regional Office decreased 
from 5.1% in January to 3.9% in February. Decreases in the Ni and "other" 
components accounted mainly for this month's lower overall rate. The 
overlap non-response rate increased from 0.0% in January to 0.1% in 
February and the adjusted overall non-response rate in February was 3.8%. 

Compared wit Ii last year's February overall non-response rate (6.7%), 
this yenr' rate was much lower. This year's lower overall rate was due 
to doe roases in the Nl, N2 and "oilier" components of 2 .4%, 0. 1% and 0.6% 
respect Lvey. 

5. Toronto Regional Office 

The overall non-response rate for the Toronto Regional Office increased 
from 4.6% in January to 6.5% in February. Increases in the T.A., N2 and 
"other" components accounted for this month's higher overall rate. It 
should be noted that in February there were no households in the N6 
category for the Toronto Regional Office. 

Compared with the 6.0% overall non-response rate in February 1974, this 
year's rate was higher. This year's higher rate was attributed to the 1.1% 
increase in the "other" component. 

• 	onomic Region 57 exhibited a non-response rate of 21.5% in February and 
tie actual contribution was more than three times greater than the 
.pccted contribution to non-response. This was a direct result of the 

11.2% rate for the "other" component in this E.R. which had 96 N3 households. 
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. 	It should be noted that all interviewers were instructed not to use the 
to make their daily returns because of the strike by the blue collar 

- 

	

	
rkcr;ai the post office; however, seven interviewers in economic region 

57 did not receive this instruction until after the Monday of interview 
week. As a result, the LFS documents for 96 households were placed 
in the mails on the Monday of interview week and were not received by the 
regional office. 

The T. A. for the Toronto Regional Office (2.5%) was noted to be much 
higher than the T.A. rate (1.6%) at the Canada level. Furthermore, all 
economic regions within this regional office exhibited T.A. rates of 2.0% 
or more. No definite expl.-tion for the high T.A. rates can be given at 
the present time. 

6. Winnipeg Regional Office 

The overall non-response rate for the Winnipeg Regional Office increased 
from 3.0% in January to 3.5% in February. This month's higher overall 
rate was attributed to increases in the T.A. and N2 components. It 
should be noted that from last month, there was no change in the overlap 
non-response rate and the adjusted overall non-response rate for February 
was computed to be 3.2%. 

The Fehr,i.irv overil.l non-response rate this year was higher than last 
vnr's rate of 1.07. This year's higher rate was duo to increases in the 
- A. , N2 and ''oLlier" coniponents 

1. Edmnti1jhinal0 [1 ice 

The overall non-response rate for the Edmonton Regional Office decreased 
from 3.8% in January to 3.5% in February. Decreases in the T.A. and 
"other" components were responsible for the lower overall rate this month. 
However, the overlap non-response rate increased from 0.1% in January to 
0.3% in February and the adjusted overall non-response rate for February 
was calculated to be 3.2%. 

Compared with the February overall non-response rate (5.0%) last year, 
this year's rate was lower. This year's lower rate was due to decreases 
in the T.A., Ni and N2 components. 

8. Vancouver Recdonal Office 

The overall non-response rate for the Vancouver Regional Office decreased 
from 6.4% in January to 6.1% in February. The month to month decrease in 
the overall rate was due to decreases in the Ni and "other" components. 
The overlap non-response rate remained at 0.2% and the adjusted overall 
non-response rate for February was compiled to be 5.9%. 

Compared with the overall non-response rate (8.4%) in February 1974, this 
year's rate was lower. Furthermore, the rates for all components of non-

• 	response were lower this year as compared to last year's February rates. 

As shown below, rather high rates in Economic Region 97 have been noted 
I or the major components (T.A. , Ni and N2) of non-response during the 
past few months: 
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Month T.A.(%) Nl(%) N2(%) 

December 2.2 4.5 2.7 

January 3.4 4.3 3.4 

February 2.5 3.4 2.9 

However, while the rates for these three components in E.R. 97 were 
noticeably high this month, they were all lower than the rates 
exhibited last month. 
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to 	nth and Year to Year Ciro; 

Non 
-Response 
Component 

Overall 

T.A. 

Ni 

N2 

Other 

Overlap 

Non-Response Rates Jan. 	1975 
to 

Feb. 	1975 

(7.) 

Feb. 	1975 

(7.) 

Jan. 	1975 

(7.) 

4.7 4.3 

1.6 1.4 +0.2 

0.9 1.0 -0.1 

1.2 1.2 - 

1.0 0.7 +0.3 

0.3 0.2 +0.1 

4.4 4.1 +0.3 

Non-Response Rates Jan. 	1974 
to 

Feb. 	1974 

(7.) 

Feb. 	1974 
to 

Feb. 	1973 

(7.) 

Feb. 	1974 

(7.) 

Jan. 	1974 

(%) 

6.0 6.0 - -1.3 

1.8 1.7 +0.1 -02 

1.7 1.5 +0.2 -0.8 

1.6 1.6 - -0.4 

0.9 1.2 -0.3 -1-0.1 

. 

	

Table 1(b) 

Non-Response Data at the Regional O fice Level 

Regional 
Office 

Expected 
Number 

of 
Households 

Non- 
Response 

Rate 
(7.) 

Actual Percentage 
Contribution to 

Total Non-Response 
at the Canada Level 

Expected Percentage 
Contribution to 

Total Non-Response 
at the Canada Level 

St. 	John's 

Halifax 

Montreal 

Ottawa 

Toronto 

Winnipeg 

1,633 3.8 3.9 4.7 

5,687 4.8 16.8 16.4 

6,457 3.4 13.5 18.6 

2,153 3.9 5.2 6.2 

7,362 6.5 29.4 '21.3 

3,208 3.5 7.0 9.3 

Edmonton 

b_YCUVO 

14,069 3.5 8.8 11.7 

4,074 6.1 15.4 11.8 

11 
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Appendix 2 
ST. JOHN'S REGIONAL OFFICE 	111-9 

Table 2(a) 

Mooth to ooth ai:d Yur to Yoar Changes in the Non-Response Rates 

Non 
-Response 
Component 

Non-Response Rates 
Jan. 	1975 

to 
Feb. 	1975 

(%) 

Non-Response Rates 
Jan. 	1974 

to 
Feb. 	1974 

(%) 

Feb. 	1974 
to 

Feb. 	1975 

(7) 

Feb 	1975 

(%) - 

Jan 	1975 

(7.) 

Feb. 	1974 

(%) 

Jan. 	1974 

(%) 

Overall 3.8 3.6 +0.2 2.0 2.6 -0.6 +1.8 

T.A. 0.8 0.8 - 0.6 0.9 -0.3 +0.2 

Ni 0.7 1.2 -0.5 0.6 0.6 - +0.1 

N2 1.1 0.8 +0.3 0.6 0.4 +0.2 +0.5 

Other 1.2 0.8 +0.4 0.2 0.7 -0.5 +1.0 

Overlap 0.6 0.7 -0.1 - - - -_- 

Adjusted 3.2 2.9 - +0.3 - - - - 

0 	 Table 2(b) 

Non-Response Data at the Economic Region Level 
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Expected 
Number 

of 
Households 

Non- 
Response 

Rate 
(%) 

386 3.1 

517 6.0 

574 5.4 

1,369 5.1 

- 	 482 3.7 

517 6.2 

604 7.0 

661 3.5 

577 2.4 

Actual Percentage 
Contribution to 

Total Non-Response 
at the R.O. Level 

Expected Percentage 
Contribution to 

Total Non-Response 
at the R.O. Level 

4.4 6.8 

11.4 9.1 

11.4 10.1 

25.6 24.1 

6.6 8.5 

11.7 9.1 

15.4 10.6 

8.4 11.6 

5.1 10.1 

Economic 
Region 

p 

oil  

10 

20 

21 

22 

23 

30 

31 

32 

33 

Appendix 3 
HALIFAX REGIONAL OFFICE 

Table 3(a) 

Mouth to Mouth and Year to Year Changes in the Non-Response Rates 

Non 
-Response 
Component 

Non-Response_Rates 	Jan. 1975 
to 

Feb. 1975 	Jan. 1975 Feb. 1975 

(%) 	(70) 	(7.) 

	

Non-Response Rates 	Jan. 1974 
to 

	

Feb. 1974 Jan. 1974 	Feb. 1974 

(%) 	(7) 	(%) 

Feb. 1974 
to 

Feb. 1975 

(%) 

Overall 4.8 5.0 -0.2 5.9 7.2 -1.3 -1.1 

T.A. 

Ni 

N2 

Other 

1.3 1.1 +0.2 1.3 1.2 +0.1 - 

0.7 0.8 -0.1 1.9 1.3 +0.6 -1.2 

1.6 1.8 -0.2 1.6 1.8 -0.2 - 

1.2 - 1.3 -0.1 1.1 2.9 -1.8 +0.1 

Overlap 0.7 0.6 +0.1 - - - - 

Adjusted 4.1 4.4 -0.3 	- - - - - 

. 

	

Table 3(b) 

Non-Response Data at the Econc::ic Riion Love ! 
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Appendix 4 

MONTREAL REGIONAL OFFICE 	111-13 

is 	 Table 4(a) 

Month to MonLli dnd Year to Year Changes in. the Non-Response Rates 

Non 
-Response 
Component 

Non-Response_Rates Jan. 	1975 
to 

Feb. 	1975 

(Z) 

Non-Response_Rates Jan. 	1974 
to 

Feb. 	1974 

(%) 

Feb. 	1974 
to 

Feb. 	1975 

(Z) 

Fb. 	1915 

() 

Jan. 	1975 Feb. 	1974 

(Z) 

Jan. 	1914 

(%) 

OvcralJ 3.4 3.2 ').2 7.7 6.4 +1.3 -4.3 

T.A. 1 .0 0.7 +0.3 1.6 1.3 +0.3 -0.6 

Ni 

N2 

0.7 0.8 -0.1 - 2.0 2,5 -0.5 -1.3 

1.0 1.1 	- -0.1 2.1 2.0 +0.1 -1.1 

Other 0.7 0.6 +0.1 2.0 0.6 +1.4 -1.3 

overlap 

A3,  1uted 

0.3 

3.1 

0.3 

2.9 

- 
+0.1 

- 
- 

- - 
- 

- 
- 

Actual Percentage 
Contribution to 

Total Non-Response 
at the R.O. Level 

- 	Expected Percentage 
Contribution to 

Total Non-Response 
at the R.O. Level 

1.8 4.9 

3.2 6.1 

3.2 3.6 

8.7 15.1 

2.8 1.4 

6.4 10.6 

8.7 8.3 

65.2 44.0 

Table 4(b) 

Non-Response Data at the Economic Region Level 

Expected 	Non- 
Economic 	Number 	Response 

	

Region 	of 	Rate 

	

- 	Households 	(%) 

40 	314 	1.3 

41 	395 	1.8 

42 	229 	3.0 

43 	974 	2.0 

$ 	44 	480 	1.2 

45 	686 	2.0 

46 	537 	3.7 

47 	,$4? 	5.0 

w 	 - -- 
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Actual Percentage 
Contribution to 

Total Non-Response 
at the R.O. Level 

Expected Percentage 
Contribution to 

Total Non-Response 
at the R.O. Level 

0.0 0.7 

11.9 11.1 

5.9 6.8 

51.2 51.5 

31.0 29.9 

Expected 
Economic 	Number 
Region 	of 

Households 

16 

239 

146 

1,109 

643 

Non- 
Re S p0 n S C 

Rate 
(%) 

0.0 

4.2 

3.4 

3.9 

4.0 

Appendix 5 
OTTAWA REGIONAL OFFICE 

111-15 

. 	 Table 5(a) 

Month to Month and Year to Year Changes in the Non-Response Rates 

Non 
-RCSpOflSC 

Component 

Non-Response Rates Jan. 	1975 
to 

Feb. 	1975 

() 

Non-Response Rates 1974 
to 

Feb. 	1974 

(%) 

Feb. 	1974 
to 

Feb. 	1975 

(%) 

I 
Fcb. 	1975 	IJnn. 

) 

1975 

L 
Feb. 	1974 STan. 	1974 

 7) 

Overall 3.9 5.1 -1.2 6.7 6.3 +0.4 -2.8 

T.A. 1.7 1.5 +0.2 1.4 1.6 -0.2 +0.3 	- 

Ni 

N2 

0.S 1.7 -0.9 3.2 2.1 +1.1 -2.4 - 

1.2 1.1 +0.1 1.3 1.2 +0.1 -0.1 

Other 0.2 0.8 -0.6 0.8 1.4 -0.6 -0.6 

Overlap 0.1 0.0 +0.1 - - - 

Adw;tod 3. P 5.1 -1.3 - - - - 

. 

	

Table 5(b) 

Non-1csponse Data at the Economic Region Level 
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age 
to 
nse 
vel 

Expected Percentage 
Contribution to 

Total Non-Response 
at the R.O. Level 

6.3 

43.5 

15.3 

9.0 

9.3 

8.6 

8.0 

a 

Appendix 6 
TORONTO REGIONAL OFFICE 

111-17 

. 	
'Iabi: (, 

L 	nt1i n1 '1L'1 	to Yiir Cbon:y; i n tb Non-Response Rates 

Non 
-Response 
Component 

Non-Response Rates Jan 	1975 
to 

Feb. 	1975 

(%) 

Non-Response Rates Jan. 	1974 
to 

Feb. 	1974 

(%) 

Feb. 	1974 
to 

Feb. 	1975 

(%) 

1"(II. 	1975 

UZ  

Jan. 	1975 

(%) - 

Feb. 	1974 Jan. 	1974 

 (%) 
--Th 

Overall 6.5 

-- 

4.6 -  +1.9 6.0 5.6 +0.4 -1-0.5 

T.A. 2.5 2.0, +0.5 2.5 2.1 +0.4 - 

Ni 

N2 

0.9__-  0.9 - 1.3 1.4 -0.1 -0.4 

1.3 1.2 +0.1. 1.5 1.3 +0.2 -0.2 

Other 1.8 0.5 +1.3 0.7 0.8 -0.1 +1.1 

Overlap () 0.1 -0.1 - - - - 

Adlusted 6. 4.6 -1-1.9 - - - - 

S 	 rJ,flablc 6(b) 

hon-Response Data at the Economic Region Level 
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509 

59 

60 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

70 

71 

73 

18 0.0 

- 	 262 1.9 

1,081 3.8 

157 4.4 

65 3.1 

137 1.5 

268 2.6 

138 4.3 

507 2.6 

296 6.1 

276 4.3 

Appendix 7 

WINNIPEG REGIONAL OFFICE 

. 

- r Non 
-Response 
Coriponent 

1 I I 	1 () 
Tnblo 7(i) 

'ifl t li to 	lo ot ii :iiid Yo;ir to Yo;i r Ci HI 	fl t lit  

Non-Response Rates Jan. 	1975 
to 

Feb. 	1975 

- 	 (%) 

Non-Response Rates 

Feb. 	1974 	inn. 	1974 

(%) 	(%) 

Jan. 	1974 
to 

Feb. 	1974 

(%) 

Feb. 	1974 
to 

Feb. 	1975 

(%) 

1975 

(Z) 

Jall. 	1975 

(%) 

3.5 3.0 +0.5 3.0 2.6 - +0.4 +0.5 

1.9 1.5 +0.4 1.5 1.5 - +0.4 

0.5 0.5 - 0.7 0.4 +0.3 -0.2 

0.7 0.6 +0.1 0.6 0.6 - +0.1 

0.4 0.4 - 0.2 0.1 +0.1 +0.2 

0.3 0.3 - - -. - - 

3.2 2.7 -1-0.5 - - - - 

inbie 7(b) 

Overall 

T.A. 

Ni 

N2 

Othcr 

Overlap 

Ad 1  us ted 

No- ;pon;o D;La at the Economic. Region Level 

Expected 	Non- 	Actual Percentage 
	

Expected Percentage 
Economic 	Number 	Response 	Contribution to 

	Contribution to 
Region 	of 	Rate 	Total Non-Response 

	
Total Non-Response 

Households 	(%) 	at the R.O. Level 
	

at the R.O. Level 

0.0 0.6 

4.4 8.2 

36.3 33.7 

6.2 4.9 

1.8 2.0 

1.8 4.3 

6.2 8.4 

5.3 4.3 

11.5 15.8 

15.9 9.2 

10.6 8.6 
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Exicc ted Non- 
Economic Number Response 
Region of Rate 

households (%) 

403 3.0 

446 -__0.7 

130 3.1 

222 9.9 

940 4.5 

264 2.7 

1,260 3.7 

209 1.9 

195 1.0 

Act 
Cc 

Tot 
at 

Appendix 8 

EDMONTON REGIONAL OFFICE 
111-21 

Tib1e 8() 

t. 	uitl 	lar to :cr 	in the Non-Response Rates 

Non 
-Rcponse 
Coiponcnt 

L__J 
Overall 

Non-Response_Rates 	Jan. 1975 
to 

leb. 	1)75 	Jan. 	1975 	Feb. 	1975 

(Z)•_______ 	________(7) 
:1.8 	-0.3 - 

Non-Response Rates Jan. 	1974 
to 

Feb. 	1974 

- 	 (%) 

Feb. 	1974 
to 

Feb. 	1975 

____________ 

Feb. 	1974 

_________ 

Jan. 	1974 

(%) 

5.0 5.7 -0.7 -1.5 

T.A. 1.3 1.5 -0.2 1.9 1.7 1-0.2 -0.6 

Ni 

N2 

0.7 0.7 - 1.2 1.2 - -0.5 

0.7 0.7 - 1.4 1.5 -0.1 -0.7 

Other 0.8_-  0.9 -0.1 0.5 1.3 -0.8 +0.3 

Overlap 0.3 0.1 +0.2 - - - - 

Adjusted 3.2 3.7 -0.5 - - - - 

E 	 Tible 8(b) 

ni-1: opon;e Data at the Economic Region Level 
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Appendix 9 
VANCOUVER REGIONAL OFFICE 

111-23 
Table 9(a) 

Month to Month and Year to Year Changes in the Non-Response Rates 

Non 
--Response 
Component 

Non-Response Rates 

r ch. 	1975 	Jan. 	1975 

Jan. 	1975 

Feb. 	1975 

(%) 

Non-Response Rates 

Feb. 	1974 	Jan 	1974 

 (xi) 

Jan. 	1974 

Feb. 	1974 

()  

Feb. 	1974 

Feb. 	197 

Overall 

T.A. 

6.1 

1 .7 

6.4 -0.3 8.4 8.6 - -0.2 -2.3 

1.7 - 2.4 2.4 - -0.7 

Ni 1.8 2.0 -0.2 2.4 1.9 +0.5 -0.6 

N2 2.0 1.9 +0.1 2.8 2.7 +0.1 -0.8 

Other 0.6 0.8 - 	 -0.2 0.8 1.6 -0.8 -0.2 

Overlap 0.2 0.2 - - - - - 

Adjusted '5.9 6.2 -0.3 - - - - 

. 

	

Table 9(b) 

Non-Response Data at the Economic Region Level 

Economic 
Region 

Actual Percentage 
Contribution to 

Total Non-Response 
at the R.O. Level 

Expected Percentage 
Contribution to 

Total Non-Response 
at theR.O. Level 

Expected 
Number 

of 
11our.chold 

Non- 
Response 

Rate 
(%) 

90 97 3.1 1.2 2.4 

91 

92 

93 

139 5.0 2.8 3.4 

322 5.0 6.4 7.9 

199 7.5 6.0 4.9 

94 2,182 5.6 
- 

48.8 53.6 

95 

96 

97 

783 7.5 23.6 19.2 

59 1.7 0.4 1.4 

238 9.7 9.2 5.8 

98 - 	 55 7.3 1.6 1.4 
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111-25 

rF,ii 

1. Dwelling 

A dwelling is a set of living quarters which is structurally separate 
and has a private entrance from outside the building or from a common 
hail or stairway inside the building. The entrance must be one which 
can be used without passing through someone else's living quarters. 

2. Household 

A household refers to any person or group of persons occupying a 
dwelling. A household may consist of a family group with or without 
servants, lodgers, etc., or it may consist of a group of unrelated 
persons sharing a dwelling, or even one person living alone. Hotels, 
motels and institutions may also contain one or more households 
composed of staff members, employees, perliunent residents or persons 
wha have no usual place of residence elsewhere. 

3. Expected Number of Households 

The expected number of households is defined as the number of house-
holds (as defined above) in a specified area. Dwellings classified 
as V-types are not included in this count as they contain no house-
holds. 

4. Over1j (N6) 

A dwelling is designated as an overlap if it was selected to he in 
both the existing Labour Force Survey and the Rcvised Labour Force 
Survey but was not assigned for field enumeration in the existing 
Labour Force Survey. 

5. Non-Response Rate 

The overall non-response rate refers to the percentage of the 
expected number of households that were not interviewed due to their 
unavailability to the survey interviewer or to the lack of co-
operation on the part of the householder. It is the sum of the 
following four components of non-response defined below: 

(1) Temporarily Absent (T.A.) 

A temporarily absent household refers to a household 
where all the household menubers are absent for the 
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(ii) No One at Home (Ni) 

A non-interview household is designated as "No One at 
Home" wlieii after a reasonable number of call backs, 
there was no responsible member available to inter-
view. 

(iii) Refusal (N2) 

A non-interview household is designated as a 
"refusal" when a responsible member of the house-
hold definitely refuses to provide the survey 
information requested. 

(iv) Other (N3-N6) 

A non-interview household is designated as "other" 
when the non-interview is due to reasons other than 
those specified above. Such non-interviews may be 
due to no interviewer available, impassable road 
conditions, death, ii then s, language problems, 
interviewers' returns lost in the mail, overlap with 

	

li 	Rviscd JriTonr Forcc Eiir\rcy,  et C 

6. Ad just d NLm-Res pons e Rate 

The adjusted non-response rate is an estimate of what the overall 
non-response rate would have been if there had been no overlap. 
Algebraically, it is defined as follows: 

Adjusted 	n (TA) + n(Nl) + n(N2) + n(N3 . N4+ N5 
Non-Response = I 	 100 

	

Rate 	LExpected Number of Households - n(N6)J 

where n((..) is the number of households which have been assigned 
the non-response code 

7. Economic Reon (E.R..) 

Each province in Canada is divided into a number of geographical 
areas called economic regions. An economic region is defined as an 
area of structural homogeneity according to such factors as soil 
characteristics, production and marketing possibilities, and 
comne CC T1. L nitd industrial potent i al 
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6. AcLual Cootribution to Non-Respoi'is 

This term is defined as the ratio of the number of non-respondent 
households (le, T.A., Ni, N2, N3-N6) in an economic region (or in 
a region1. office) to the number of non-respondent households in 
the regional office (or in Canada). This ratio is expressed as a 
percentage. 

9. ]pccted Contribution_to_Non-Re.sjnse 

T1ii; term 1:; defined as the ratio of the expected number of houiiold 
in an economic region (or in a regional office) to the expected ntiniber 
of households in a regional office (or in Canada). This ratio is 
expressed as a percentage. 
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(1) - Revised rates as of January 1975 
(2) - Rates as published in 1974 
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Cniiiprison{ Canadian and American Unemployment Rates 
by Month. January 1971 to Date 

Seasonally-Adjusted Actual 

Canadian American Canadian American 

(1) 	(2) (1) 	(2) 
1975 - February 6.8 	- 8.2 	- 8.6 9.1 

January 6.7 	- 8.2 	- 8.4 9.0 
December 6.0 	6.1 7.2 	7.1 6.1 6.7 
November 5.5 	5.5 6.6 	6.5 5.1 6.2 
()cLoher 5.3 	5.4 6.0 	6.0 4.4 5.5 
September 5.5 	5.8 5.8 	5.8 4.5 5.7 
August 5.3 	5.3 5.4 	5.4 4.4 5.3 

July 5.2 	5.1 5.3 	5.3 4.6 5.4 

June 4.9 	4.9 5.2 	5.2 4.8 5.8 
May 5.6 	5.5 5.2 	5.2 5.4 4.6 
April 5.4 	5.3 5.0 	5.0 6.0 4.8 

March 5.4 	5.4 5.1 	5.1 6.4 5;3 
1974 - February 5.5 	5.5 5.2 	5.2 6.8 5.7 
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Cornparatsn of LS Jnemp[oyed and UIC Claimants Series 
January 1974 to date 

LFS 
Unemployed 
(000s) 

(JIC 
CLa(iiants 
(000s) 

Ratio 
CLa[mnts 

LFS 
Unemployed 
000s) 

UIC  
CLaImants 
(000's) 

Ratio 

ClaImants 
Unemployed Unemployed 

December December 597 910 1.52 
November November 493 760 1.54 
October October 430 679 1.58 
September September 431 664 1.54 
August August 447 694 1.55 
July July 465 719 1.55 
June June 469 748 1.59 
May lay 524 825 1.57 
April April 568 960 1.69 
March March 599 984 1.64 
February 839 February 635 1,009 1.59 
January 817 1,134 1.39 January 637 981 1.54 

Comparison of Labour Force Unemployed and Unemployment 
Insurance Claimants by Month, January 1972 to Date 

ii 
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• 	Unemployment rate represents the number of unemployed as a per 
cent of the civilian labour force. 

Canadian civilian Labour Force, in the Labour Force Survey 
conôept, is composed of that portion of the civilian non-
institutional population 14 years of age and over who, during 
the reference week, were employed or unemployed. 

American civilian Labour Force, in the Current Population Survey 
concept, is composed of that portion of the civilian non-
institutional population 16 years of age and over who, during 
the reference week (which contains the 12th day of the month), 
were employed or unemployed. 

List of some differences in the concepts of clai.mants and unern-
ployed 

UIC 
	

Lf unemployed 

- does not need to have 
worked before 

- need to have worked at 
least 8 weeks in past 
year to be eligible 

- interruption of earnings 
resulting from unemploy-
ment, illness or pregnancy 

- must be capable of and 
available for work and 
unable to obtain suitable 
employment (exeç't in case 
of illness and pregnancy) 

- contribution and benefit 
entitlement ceases for a 
person: (a) at the age of 
70, or (b) to whom a retire-
ment pension under the 
Canada Pension Plan or the 
Quebec Pension Plan has at 
any time become payable 

- claimants can work and be 
eligible for total benefit 
if weekly earnings do not 
exceed one quarter of 
weekly rate of benefit; 
work-related income in 

• 	excess of 25% of weekly 
rate is deducted from 
benefit. 

- activity concept: (1) did 
not work, (2) actively 
searched for a job, and (3) 
was able to work 

- no upper age boundaries 
See activity concept. 

- unemployed cannot have 
worked a single hour in 
reference week 
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